
National Park Service Golden Gate National Recreation Area
U.S. Department of the Interior Date: 0112612015

Categorical Exclusion Approval

Project Information:

Park Name: Golden Gate National Recreation Area
Project Title: Replace and Extend Stornwater Outfall IJKL
PEPC Number: 46130
Project Location: Crissy Field

County, State: San Francisco City and County, California
Administrative
Record Location: Fort Mason, Bldg. 101; San Francisco, CA 94123

Introduction: This memorandum with attachments, and the information in the project record, documents
and completes the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review and requirements for
implementing Replace and Extend Stormwater Outfall IJKL Project, Crissy Field - Golden Gate National
Recreation Area.

Compliance Determination: The full project record for this project is available in the GGNRA
Environmental Compliance Office (San Francisco, CA 94123).

Project Description: See Attachment A

Categorical Exclusion: On the basis of the impact assessment in Attachment A, park interdisciplinary
review, public review comments, and the information in the project record, this project is Categorically
Excluded (CE) from further NEPA analysis in accordance with DO-12, Sections 3.4:

C.t5 Installation of underground utilities in previously disturbed areas having stable soils, or in
an existing utility right-of-way.

C.18 Construction of minor structures, including small improved parking lots, in previously
disturbed or developed areas.

Additional supporting information for this determination is in the following attachments.

Attachment A: Project Description and Environmental Screening Fonii, Coastal Process Impact
Assessment, Regulatory Permitting, Public Involvement and Response to
Comments

Attachment B: Project Plans

Attachment B’: Temporary Trestle Drawing

Attachment C: Avoidance and Mitigation Measures / Water Pollution Control Plan Drawings

Attachment D: NI-WA

Decision: On the basis of my review of the environmental impact analysis and all information in the
project record, I am categorically excluding the Project from further NEPA analysis. No exceptional
circumstances or conditions in Section 3-5 of Director’s Order 12 apply.

&J

_____

Frank d.n”General Superintendent Date
Golden Gate National Recreation Area
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ATTACHMENT A 

 

Project Description, Environmental Screening Form, Coastal 
Impact Assessment, Regulatory Permitting, Public Involvement, and 

Response to Comments  
 

(Prepared by Caltrans with Editing by NPS) 

 

A. PROJECT INFORMATION AND SUMMARY 

Park Name: Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
Project Title: IJKL Outfall Replacement Project 
PEPC Project Number: 46130  
Project Location: Crissy Field 

County, State:  San Francisco, California  
District, Section: Presidio, Area A, B  

NPS Project Leader: Andrea Lucas 
Administrative Record Location: Fort Mason, Bldg. 101; San Francisco, CA 94123 
Administrative Record Contact: Andrea Lucas 
  
The document includes an environmental impact assessment regarding changes to the South Access to the 
Golden Gate Bridge-Doyle Drive Project specifically related to the extension of Outfall IJKL pipeline out 
into the San Francisco Bay.  The purpose of the project is to increase discharge capacity of IJKL, reduce 
flooding onto Mason Street, and extend the outfall to just beyond the 50-year sand accretion point. This 
impact assessment reviews and estimates the potential effects from construction and operational activities 
for applicable physical, natural and cultural environmental resources as listed in Table 1. Minor effects 
are anticipated for marine and terrestrial resources, species of special concern or their habitats, and 
Essential Fish Habitat. Minor effects are also anticipated for visitor experience and aesthetic resources.  
Caltrans submitted a biological assessment (BA) to address terrestrial species and habitats to the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and a Letter of Concurrence (LOC) was submitted to the National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS).  Impacts to geologic resource, geohazard, air quality, soundscapes, water 
quality, floodplains or wetlands, unique or important wildlife or habitat, non-native species, recreational 
resources, archeological resources, cultural landscapes, energy resources, other agency or tribal land use 
plans or policies, energy, conservation potential, sustainability, urban quality and long-term management 
of resources or land/resource productivity would be “Negligible”.   No significant impacts regarding the 
Mandatory Criteria listed in Table 2 would result from the project.  Compliance with applicable laws, 
regulations, and implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs) will limit the project’s effect on 
the environment.  

B. PURPOSE AND NEED 

B.1 Purpose 
The purpose of the project is to address deficiencies of the existing Outfall IJKL (outfall) which include: 
(1) to increase discharge capacity, (2) reduce flooding, and (3) move the outfall to just beyond the 50-year 
sand accretion point.   
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B.2 Need 
The existing outfall currently drains an urbanized 125-acre (ac) basin which is the largest of the three 
primary watersheds in the Presidio. This outfall does not provide adequate capacity for current 
stormwater discharges from the watershed.  

The shoreline at Crissy Beach has accreted almost 180 feet (ft) since 1997, burying the outfall in 6 ft of 
sand. The outfall was last upgraded in 2000 by the Presidio Trust (PT) when a 42-inch (in) outside 
diameter, 175-ft high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe extension was installed because of sand 
accretion. Due to additional and continued sand accretion since 2000, the end of the outfall is again 
blocked by sand and stormwater often backs up the existing pipe causing flooding on Old Mason Street 
and Crissy Field during large storm events. Maintaining the ability to discharge from the pipeline requires 
that the PT regularly use a backhoe to remove the sand from the end of the outfall, so that water from the 
pipe can discharge into the Bay. Clearing accumulated sand from the outfall has to be done regularly, and 
especially before, during, and after major storm events. After it is re-opened, the outfall can become 
blocked again within hours because of tidal action. Outfall maintenance is time-consuming, costly, and 
can be potentially dangerous in storm conditions. The maintenance activities typically result in an 
unstable and unsafe sand channel at the end of the excavated outfall opening.  In addition, the regular use 
of equipment and associated human activity to clear the outfall could disturb the western snowy plover on 
the beach and create turbidity plumes within the intertidal zone when the outfall is cleared.  

C. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Located on Crissy Beach, at the northern shore of San Francisco, California, the outfall is an existing 
terminus of a storm drain system that conveys rainfall run-off from a 125-ac watershed within the 
Presidio to San Francisco Bay (see Figure 1). 

To address the deficiency of the existing pipeline, Caltrans, the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA), and the PT propose to replace approximately 170 ft of the existing 42-in outside diameter 
HDPE pipe from the existing manhole located on the beach, leading to the outfall in the Bay, and extend 
the pipe another approximately 296 feet, to just beyond the expected 50-year beach accretion  point.  The 
replacement and extension will consist of a 54-in outside diameter Solid Wall High Density Polyethylene 
(SW-HDPE) pipe for a total pipeline length of 460 ft (Figure 2, Attachments B, and C for Project Plans 
and the Water Pollution Control Plan [WPCP], respectively). The pile and cross-tie configuration that 
supports and stabilizes the pipe will be similar to the one used for the previous extension of the outfall 
that was completed in year 2000, which consisted of 13-in-diameter, fiber-reinforced HDPE piles and 
HDPE cross ties. Aesthetically, the new outfall is designed to be mostly hidden during low tide.  

Approximately the first 270 ft of the pipe will be fully buried. Of this length, approximately the last 105 ft 
will be supported by 8 new 13-in HDPE piles while the first 165 ft is supported by 14 existing 13-in 
HDPE piles. These new piles will be impact-driven using a hydraulic impact hammer to approximately 30 
to 35 ft below the beach surface (Figure 3). The last 190 ft will be supported above the Bay bottom on 16 
new 13-in HDPE piles. These 35-ft-long piles will be impact-driven to approximately 24 ft below the 
bottom of the Bay; the top of the piles are designed to remain below the mean lower-low water (MLLW) 
mark, except for the last set of pilings. For safety reasons, the last set of pilings will be above the mean 
higher high water (MHHW) and delineated with signage as recommended by the U.S. Coast Guard.  

Construction of the outfall replacement will occur in three distinct stages: Stages 1 will occur in the 
onshore zone, Stage 2 will occur in the intertidal and offshore subtidal zones, and Stage 3 will occur in 
the offshore zone (Figure 2).  
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Figure 1. Project Vicinity 

Source: Esri, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, i-cubed, Earthstar Geographics,
CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AEX, Getmapping, Aerogrid, IGN, IGP,
swisstopo, and the GIS User Community

Figure 1: Project Vicinity
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In addition, the cover and frame of an existing 24-in manhole vault in Crissy Field, just south of the 
Crissy Field promenade, will be replaced with a 36-in manhole cover and frame to facilitate future 
maintenance. This will substantially reduce the future need for PT maintenance staff to access the 
manhole on the beach to maintain the pipe. 

Construction stages are characterized by differing site conditions, which will be subjected to different 
methods of construction. The onshore and offshore construction means and methods will be determined 
by the project contractor. Construction will occur between May and October during the dry season to 
primarily avoid over-wintering western snowy plover and migrating fish.  Normal construction activities 
will occur Monday through Friday from 7:00 am to 6:00 pm with early morning, and weekend work 
subject to tidal levels and as permitted by the National Park Service (NPS). The new outfall will be 
constructed in three stages as follows: 

Stage 1 (May 15 to July 31): Onshore Construction at Crissy Beach 

The onshore (beach) project footprint is 0.75-ac (32,670 ft2). Since the onshore footprint is sandy, 
temporary timber construction mats will be laid on the sand to provide construction access (see Figure 2). 
Staging and storage will occur on Crissy Field, described below under “Staging” (see Figure 2). Barges 
will be used as work and storage platforms and to stockpile dredged material. Outfall construction 
vehicles and equipment may include support trucks (e.g., pickup trucks, dump trucks, flatbed trucks), 
trailers, excavators, loader/backhoes, a crane, and a pile driver.  

The onshore (Stage 1) construction work is expected to include the following (see Attachment C, WPCP 
sheet 2 of 4): 

1. Installation of a temporary chain link fencing, temporary environmentally sensitive area (ESA) 
fencing, and signs (i.e., no access, detour, informational, and construction signs).  

2. Installation of temporary diversion system.  

3. Placement of temporary timber construction mats on the beach. 

4. Installation of temporary shoring (vibratory) on the beach, from the existing manhole to the mean 
higher high water (MHHW) mark, for a total length of approximately 177 ft and buried to a 
maximum depth of 30 ft. The trench will be approximately 16 ft wide by 15 ft deep. 

5. Installation of a temporary timber access ramp approximately 30 feet wide by 48 feet in length on 
the beach adjacent to the temporary shoring area. 

6. Driving 16 temporary 13-in-diameter by 35-ft-long steel casings parallel to the 14 existing 13-in 
diameter HDPE onshore piles. Installing a temporary timber trestle (approximately 2732 sq ft) 
supported by the temporary trestle pilings (see Attachment B1, Temporary Timber Trestle SC-1) to 
the MHHW mark.  

7. Installation of a temporary turbidity curtain to enclose the construction site. 52 40-lb galvanized 
steel anchors will be used to secure the turbidity curtain to the Bay floor (Attachment C, WPCP 
sheet 2 of 4). 

8. Excavation of approximately 1,500 cubic yards (cy) between the temporary shoring to expose and 
remove the existing pipe.  

9. Removal of the existing 42-inch outside diameter by 166-ft pipe and leaving a 6 ft pipe stub.  

10. Cutting and modifying the 14 existing 13-in diameter HDPE piles to 18-in above the proposed pipe. 
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11. Installation of 54-inch outside diameter by 171-ft section SW-HDPE pipe. 
 

12. Backfilling the SW-HDPE pipe with local sand excavated from the existing manhole on the beach to 
the MHHW, within the temporary shoring limits. 

 
13. Removal of the temporary shoring. Beach construction access is restricted to May 15 – July 31. All 

work on the beach is prohibited after July 31.  
 

14. Remove the temporary trestle and temporary steel casings at the beach, intertidal, and offshore zones 
at the completion of Stage 2. 

 
15. Restoration of the beach area, including regrading of dune hummocks with the exception of NPS 

native plant restoration.  

Stage 2 (June 1 to July 31): Intertidal and Offshore Construction in San Francisco Bay 

After the outfall on the beach is constructed and backfilled during Stage 1, Stage 2 construction will 
continue into the intertidal zone and the Bay. Excavation and disposal of dredged material will occur 
during Stage 2 construction.  

The construction vehicles and equipment to be used and stored on off-shore barges may include an 
excavator, a pile driver, a loader/backhoe, and dump trucks as well as other tools necessary to excavate 
within the intertidal zone. Divers also will assist in the underwater pipe installation.  

The intertidal and offshore construction work will include the following: 

1. Excavation and disposal of approximately 735 cy of dredged material at an approved beneficial 
reuse site. The 735 cy of dredged material is the combined volume for Stage 1A and 2. For safety 
and stability purposes, excavation and placing of crossties and pipe will be done during low tides. 

2. The temporary trestle and supporting temporary steel casings will continue to be constructed parallel 
to the permanent pile construction as it progresses from the MHHW to the end of Stage 2. There will 
be 34 temporary 13-in-diameter by 45-ft-long temporary steel casings driven parallel to where the 14 
new permanent HDPE piles will be driven (Attachment B1, sheet Temporary Timber Trestle SC-1). 

3. Installation of 14 temporary air bubble systems at the specified locations where permanent piles will 
be installed. 

4. Driving the 14 new 13-in-diameter by 35-ft-long HDPE plastic piles into the Bay floor sand.  

5. Removal of the 14 temporary air bubble systems immediately after pile driving is complete.  

6. Placing a 171-ft-long by 54-in outside diameter SW-HDPE pipe into the water.  

7. Connecting the pipe to the 171-ft-long section of SW-HDPE pipe that was installed during Stage 1; 
this will be completed by marine divers.  

8. Removal of the temporary timber construction mats, chain link fencing, and environmentally 
sensitive area fencing on the beach.    

9. Removal of temporary timber trestle and temporary steel casings. 
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10. Removal of the turbidity curtain during Stage 2.  Beach construction access is prohibited after July 
31.  Any work on the beach after July 31 will be coordinated with NPS, and will require a survey for 
snowy plover.       

Stage 3 (June 1 to October 31): Offshore Construction in San Francisco Bay 

During Stage 2 construction in the Bay, the turbidity curtain will be removed and Stage 3 construction 
will be completed using equipment similar to that used in Stage 2. The removal of the turbidity curtain in 
Stage 2 may occur simultaneously with Stage 3.   

The offshore construction work is expected to include (Attachment C, WPCP sheet 4 of 4): 

1. Placement of ten temporary air bubble system at the specified locations where permanent piles will 
be installed.  

2. Driving ten 13-in-diameter HDPE piles inside the temporary air bubble systems.  

3. Removal of the ten temporary air bubble systems immediately after pile driving is complete.  

4. Placement of a 54-in outside diameter by 118-ft-long SW-HDPE pipe into the water.  

5. Connecting the pipe to the 342-ft-long section of SW-HDPE pipe that was installed during Stages 1 
and 2; this will be completed by marine divers.  

 

C.1 Temporary Structures Required for Construction 

Stage 1 : Onshore Construction (Temporary Shoring, Temporary Trestle, and Turbidity Control) 

Temporary shoring (sheet piles) will be installed onshore to provide support for the excavation of Stage 1 
work on the beach from May 15 through July 31. The temporary shoring structure will be 16 ft wide by 
177 ft long, 0.064 acre (2,816 ft2), extending from the existing manhole on the beach to the MHHW mark. 
Before the beginning of pipe excavation, the temporary turbidity curtain will be placed as shown in 
Attachment C, WPCP sheet 2 of 4.  

A temporary trestle supported by temporary steel casings will be constructed parallel to the temporary 
shoring area from the Crissy Beach to the MHHW mark. Since environmental constrains do not allow for 
barge grounding on shore, it is anticipated that a temporary trestle be constructed to allow access to pile 
driving and pipe installation within the tidal and subtidal zones. The temporary trestle structure will be 
approximately 16 ft wide by 135 ft long from the beach to the MHHW mark. 

After the completion of Stages 1 and 2 and before July 31, the temporary shoring structures and 
temporary trestle at the beach, intertidal, and bay will be removed. Any work on the beach after July 31 
will be coordinated with NPS and will require a survey for snowy plover.  The regrading of the beach and 
dune area will occur by July 31.  NPS will revegetate the disturbed dunes after Caltrans completes 
regrading.   

Stage 2: Intertidal and Offshore Construction (Temporary Trestle and Turbidity Control) 

Offshore construction will occur from June 1 to October 31, after or during Stage 2. The temporary trestle 
and supporting temporary steel casings will continue to be constructed parallel to the permanent pile 
construction as it progresses from the MHHW mark to the end of Stage 2. Prior to stage 3, the turbidity 
curtain and temporary trestle will be removed. 
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C.2 General Project Construction and Caltrans Standard Construction Site Best Management 
Practices 

The following BMPs are general project conditions: 

Preservation of Existing Vegetation 

Whenever possible, all existing vegetation will be preserved. Some existing vegetation located on the 
beach and northern foredunes within the project footprint will be temporarily removed and placed in the 
Golden Gate National Parks nursery by NPS until construction is completed.  

Environmentally Sensitive Areas Fence 

Prior to construction and under the direction of the onsite biologist, temporary environmentally sensitive 
area (ESA) fencing will be placed as shown on the project plans during Stage 1 and 2 from May 15 to 
July 31. Caltrans’ biologist or site monitor will inspect and maintain the ESA fencing at all times during 
the project.  
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6. Figure 2. Project Overview 

7.  
8. Source: Caltrans 2014, modified by AECOM 2014 
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Figure 3. Project Plan   
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Source: Caltrans 2014
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Excavation Disposal Plan 

Approximately 2,223 cy of excavated material will be generated during Stages 1 and 2 construction. Test 
results indicate that the 735 cy of dredged material from Stage 2 (intertidal and Bay/subtidal) are not 
hazardous. The 735 cy will be disposed at an approved beneficial reuse site. The dredged material will not 
be deposited back in the intertidal and Bay/subtidal zones since this may elevate turbidity levels beyond 
the allowable NTU levels.  

The 1,488 cy of excavated material from Stage 1 will be tested and either stockpiled at the proposed 
stockpile location or hauled to an approved offsite disposal facility. The earthwork will conform to the 
requirements of Section 19 (Earthwork) of the Caltrans Standard Specifications. Testing of the material 
will be conducted in accordance with Caltrans’ Materials Engineering and Testing Services California 
Test Methods (CTM) to determine the presence or absence of hazardous chemicals. If there is no 
indication of hazardous materials in the excavated material, it will be reused as backfill and/or beach 
restoration material.   

Noise Monitoring   

Noise and hydroacoustic monitoring will be conducted during construction activities. Ambient noise 
readings will be taken to establish base-line measurements before construction begins.  Monitoring will 
also be conducted, once construction begins, during pile driving to reduce or avoid effects on marine 
mammals, fish, the western snowy plover (June 1 to October 31) and the public. 

Biological Monitoring 

Biologists will be on-site and will monitor onshore and offshore construction activities during all three 
stages of construction.  Caltrans will also adhere to monitoring requirements per permit requirements.  

Water Pollution Control   

To avoid and minimize effects on environmental resources during construction, the project contractor will 
control and prevent spills, store materials, and manage stock piles and waste in accordance with Caltrans 
Standard Specifications and the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) The SWPPP, prepared 
by the Contractor and approved by Caltrans, details deployment of Construction Site Best Management 
Practices (BMPs). 

Temporary Sediment and Turbidity Control Measures 

The following temporary sediment control measures will be implemented as needed: SC-1 (Silt Fence – 
per NPS requirements); SC-7 (Street Sweeping); and SC-10 (Drainage Inlet Protection).  During Stages 1 
and 2, the perimeter of the intertidal and offshore project footprint will be enclosed with a temporary 
turbidity curtain.  

Wind Erosion Control Measures 

As needed, WE-1 (Wind Erosion Control) measures, including plastic covers weighted down with gravel 
bags, will be implemented. Dust control measures will consist of regular truck watering of construction 
access areas and disturbed soil areas with the use of organic soil stabilizers to minimize airborne dust and 
soil particles generated from graded areas. 
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Tracking Control Measures 

TC-1 (Stabilized Construction Entrance/Exit) and Temporary Timber Construction Mat will be 
implemented. Large trucks or equipment entering into the parklands, beach, lawn, or promenade areas, 
are required to have protective mats placed underneath to prevent damage to ground cover, sand, soil, 
utilities, trails, and vegetation.  

Public Safety Measures 

Flaggers will be used in front and back of construction equipment at all times when entering/exiting the 
project area or on public pathways and pedestrian areas.   

Vehicle and Equipment Cleaning, Fueling, and Maintenance Measures 

NS-8 (Vehicle and Equipment Cleaning), NS-9 (Vehicle and Equipment Fueling), NS-10 (Vehicle and 
Equipment Maintenance), and NS-13 (Material and Equipment Use Over Water) measures will be 
implemented, as needed.  Any spills will be cleaned up immediately using spill response equipment in 
accordance with Caltrans BMPs. Cleaning, fueling, and maintenance will occur only in the designated 
staging areas, with spill kits/mats. No cleaning, fueling, or maintenance will occur near ESAs or on the 
beach. NPS will be notified in the event of a spill.  

Turbidity Levels 

During in-water excavation work (Stages 1 and 2), temporary sediment control measures (such as the 
installation of a turbidity curtain) will be implemented. A temporary turbidity curtain will be installed to 
enclose the construction site. Approximately 52 40-lb galvanized steel anchors will be used to secure the 
turbidity curtain to the Bay floor (see Attachment C, WPCP sheet 3 of 4). During Stage 2, and before 
Stage 3, the turbidity curtain will be removed. 

In addition, testing and monitoring will be implemented so that the waters will be free of changes in 
turbidity that can cause nuisance or adversely affect marine wildlife and habitat. Increases from normal 
background light penetration or turbidity relatable to waste discharge will not be greater than 10 percent 
in areas where natural turbidity is greater than 50 Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTUs).  

Staging 

To minimize effects on the project footprint, staging will only occur in the following locations:  

1. Offshore, onboard barges; and 

2. On a portion of Crissy Field, near the construction site access gate across the promenade; which is the 
most environmentally friendly location because of its proximity to the construction site. 

The general locations of the staging areas are shown in Figure 2 and Appendix C, WPCP. Caltrans BMP 
WM-3 (Stockpile Management) will be implemented in all staging areas.  

All onshore construction-related staging and equipment storage will be limited to areas outside of waters 
of the U.S. and sensitive habitat areas (offshore staging will be limited to aboard barges). Access to 
construction sites will be limited to Old Mason Street and the Crissy Field promenade, and at the project 
site through the project’s beach access gate. The Crissy Field staging area will be enclosed by a 6-ft-tall 
chain link fence with locked access gates. 
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Scheduling 

Caltrans BMP, SS-1 (Scheduling) will be implemented which will detail the sequencing of construction 
activities with the implementation of construction site BMPs. The public will be informed of the 
construction periods through a public access sign plan.    

Environmental work windows have been incorporated into the project schedule to reduce or avoid effects 
to onshore and offshore habitats. Onshore construction activities will be restricted from May 15 through 
July 31 above the MHHW mark, when the western snowy plover is not present.  

Intertidal and offshore construction activities will be restricted to June 1 to July 31 below the MHHW 
mark. Normal  construction activities will occur Monday through Friday from 7:00 am to 6:00 pm with 
night, early morning, and weekend work subject to tidal levels and as permitted by the National Park 
Service (NPS)  

As described above, some construction work will occur during low tide for safety and stability purposes 
during Stage 2. These activities will include excavation and placing of crossties and the pipe within the 
intertidal zone; pile driving in the Bay/subtidal zone; and installation and removal of shoring. To coincide 
with low tides, these activities could occur early in the morning or at night. Nighttime construction will be 
minimized to the extent practicable. Low lighting will be used and will be directed to the construction 
activity area and will be shielded from upward/lateral dispersal. After August 1, when water craft may 
approach the beach in the early morning, lighting will be directed away from the beach where the western 
snowy plover may be present. Black-out dates and times for special events, holidays, and environmental 
work windows are anticipated. 

Post-Construction 

A Special Use Permit will be agreed upon between Caltrans, the PT and the NPS. NPS will be responsible 
for beach restoration of disturbed on-site vegetation during the post-construction phase. Caltrans will re-
contour Crissy Beach above the MHHW mark back to its original elevations. Caltrans will also provide 
the NPS with the funds to restore disturbed on-site vegetation through both field salvage and nursery 
propagation of dune plants for revegetation, within the project footprint beach area.  The turf in the 
staging area, and impact to the promenade pathway due to construction equipment will be restored by 
Caltrans.  

C.3 Avoidance and Minimization Measures as Part of the Project 

To avoid or minimize effects on special-status species, marine mammals, and Essential Fish Habitat 
(EFH), standard BMPs will be implemented, as described in Section C.2. Additional project-specific 
avoidance and minimization measures below will also be implemented during construction. 

● To minimize impacts to western snowy plover protected habitat, construction above the MLLW mark 
will be restricted to May 15 through July 31, when western snowy plovers are not present. If work is 
requested to start prior to May 15, surveys for snowy plover will be required by a United States Fish 
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) approved Biologist, approved by the NPS.  

● Work below the MLLW will be seasonally restricted to June 1 through October 31. 

● Worker Environmental Awareness Training, required for all project personnel (including those on 
project-related watercraft), will be conducted by NPS and/or a USFWS and NPS approved Biologist 
before the start of work.  
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● Personnel on project-related watercraft will be required to receive marine mammal education, which 
will include information on regulations regarding distances that must be maintained between 
watercraft and marine mammals, behavior relative to marine mammals, including steering watercraft 
so as not to approach marine mammals head-on, and reporting of marine mammal sightings. 

● A biological monitor will survey the project area if offshore construction activity occurs during 
California grunion (Leuresthes tenuis) spawning season (nights of the full and new moons, spawning 
occurs after high tides in spring and summer months). Habitat will be marked to reroute access routes 
to avoid impacts.  

● An aquatic Safety Zone will be established. To reduce the potential effects on special-status aquatic 
species in the Action Area (The Action Area is the area which may be directly or indirectly affected 
by the project), a 1,300 ft aquatic Safety Zone will be established. The aquatic Safety Zone will serve 
as the “Level B” harassment zone, established in accordance with NMFS and the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act (MMPA). Biological monitor(s) will observe and record their observations of special-
status marine mammals and special-status fish within this zone (Caltrans 2014d). Any special-status 
marine mammal or special-status fish observation within this zone will be reported immediately to the 
Resident Engineer.  

● Biological monitor(s) will be on-site during all construction-related activities at least 30 minutes 
before, during, and at least 30 minutes after pile driving activities, to monitor the work area for 
special-status marine mammals and special-status fish. 

● At least 30 minutes before the start of all in-water pile driving, a marine mammal monitor will 
conduct observations on the number, types, location, and behaviors of marine mammals in the 
designated safety and harassment zone. Pile driving shall not commence if marine mammals are 
sighted within the Safety Zone. If the time between pile-segment driving is less than 30 minutes, a 
new 30-minute survey is unnecessary provided the marine mammal monitor continues observations 
during the interruption. Any marine mammals observed within the Safety Zone shall be reported 
immediately to the Resident Engineer and implementation of any mitigation measure (e.g., pause 
construction) shall be conducted accordingly. 

● If construction pauses due to a marine mammal sighting, 30 minutes after in-water pile driving stops, 
the marine mammal monitor will observe the project area and record information on the number, 
type(s), location(s), and behavior of marine mammals within the Safety Zone. 

● If a marine mammal(s) is observed within the turbidity curtain, then an opening in the curtain will be 
established and will remain open until the animal leaves on its own volition. 

● Biological monitor(s) will be on-site during all construction-related activities at least 30 minutes 
before, during, and at least 30 minutes after pile driving activities, to monitor the work area for 
special-status marine mammals and special-status fish. 

● If a marine mammal is observed within or approaching the Safety Zone before the start of pile 
driving, the Resident Engineer is required to delay pile driving of the segment until the marine 
mammal has moved outside of the Safety Zone or the animal has not been re-sighted within 15 
minutes. If a marine mammal is sighted within or on a path towards the Safety Zone during pile 
driving, pile driving must cease until that animal has cleared and is on a path away from the Safety 
Zone or 15 minutes has lapsed since the last sighting. 
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● A “soft start” technique will be used at the beginning of each pile installation, to allow any special-
status species or marine mammal that may be in the immediate area to leave before impact piling 
reaches full energy. The soft start will require an initial set of 3 strikes from the impact hammer at 40 
percent energy, followed by a 1-minute waiting period, then two subsequent 3-strike sets. 

● A fisheries and hydroacoustic monitoring program reviewed and approved by NMFS will be 
implemented that will include the following:  

o Establishment of base-line ambient noise levels; 
o Underwater sound measurements at various distances and depths from pile driving operations; 
o Evaluation of fish mortality and injury rates by the use of visual observations and collections 

during pile driving events; and 
o Observations of bird predation and behavior. 
o Data from the monitoring program will be made available to NMFS and NPS on a real-time basis. 

● Nighttime construction will be minimized to the extent practicable. 

● Lighting of the project footprint by artificial lighting during nighttime hours will be minimized to the  
maximum extent practicable, except when necessary for construction, driver, or pedestrian safety. 
Any pre-dawn barge lighting will be directed away from onshore.  

 

D. ENVIRONMENTAL SCREENING FORM  

Table 1: Resource Effects to Consider 

Identify potential 
effects to the 
following physical, 
natural, or cultural 
resources 

No 
Effect 

Negligible 
Effects 

Minor 
Effects 

Exceeds 
Minor 
Effects 

Data Needed to Determine / Notes 

1. Geologic 
resources – soils, 
bedrock, 
streambeds, etc.  

  X  Short-term effects related to construction 
ground disturbance. Permanent impacts to 
geologic materials estimated at 2,200 cy 
due to excavation and removal of sand.  

2. From geohazards   X   The project will not be susceptible to 
landslides. Engineering and design will 
address soil liquefaction. 

3. Air quality   X   Air quality impacts will be short-term and 
temporary during construction activities. 
Caltrans determined further air quality 
studies are not required. See discussion 
below in Section D.3. 

4. Soundscapes   X  Soundscape impacts will be short-term and 
temporary during construction activities.  

5. Water quality and 
quantity  

  X  With implementation of a SWPPP, impacts 
on water quality during construction will be 
minimized, or prevented, to the Maximum 
Extent Practicable (MEP). During operation 
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Table 1: Resource Effects to Consider 

Identify potential 
effects to the 
following physical, 
natural, or cultural 
resources 

No 
Effect 

Negligible 
Effects 

Minor 
Effects 

Exceeds 
Minor 
Effects 

Data Needed to Determine / Notes 

of the South Access to the Golden Gate 
Bridge-Doyle Drive Project, stormwater 
run-off will be captured and treated via 
biofiltration swales. The biofiltration 
swales, however, will not capture and treat 
100% of the Golden Gate Bridge-Doyle 
Drive Project run-off tributary to Outfall 
IJKL; of the remaining acreage, it is 
desirable to treat an equivalent acreage 
elsewhere within the Presidio. Though the 
quantity of stormwater discharge to the Bay 
will increase, it is a nominal increase 
compared to existing conditions.   

6. Streamflow 
characteristics 

X    There are no streams at the project site. The 
replacement pipeline and outfall will be 
constructed in the same alignment as the 
current pipe and outfall and will not impact 
any stream corridors. The project would not 
alter the course of a stream or waterway.  

7. Marine or 
estuarine resources 

  X  Temporary effects would occur to 0.75 ac 
of beach habitat, 0.13 ac of intertidal 
habitat, and 0.33 ac of Bay/subtidal habitat. 
There will be permanent impacts to 0.025 
ac of Bay/subtidal habitat, as a result of the 
outfall pipe extension. All temporary 
aquatic impacts will be expected to return 
to natural conditions through tidal action 
upon project completion. The beach and 
northern foredunes will be restored by NPS.  

8. Floodplains or 
wetlands 

 X   No wetlands areas are within the project 
footprint; however, Waters of the U.S. will 
be impacted both temporarily and 
permanently as a result of the project. The 
project will not result in increased flood 
risk in the project area and project 
infrastructure is designed to withstand tidal 
action.  

9. Land use, 
including 
occupancy, income, 
values, ownership, 
type of use  

X    The project will not change or conflict with 
the existing land use of the project area.  

10. Rare or unusual 
vegetation – old 
growth timber, 
riparian, alpine  

  X  There will be 0.02 ac of permanent impact 
to northern foredune habitat from the 
project. The project has been specifically 
designed to avoid the majority of this 
habitat in the project footprint. Caltrans will 
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Table 1: Resource Effects to Consider 

Identify potential 
effects to the 
following physical, 
natural, or cultural 
resources 

No 
Effect 

Negligible 
Effects 

Minor 
Effects 

Exceeds 
Minor 
Effects 

Data Needed to Determine / Notes 

provide NPS funds to restore the northern 
foredunes and beach habitat after project 
completion. See Section C.2 and the 
Terrestrial Biological Assessment (BA) in 
Attachment D for details. 

11. Species of 
special concern 
(plant or animal; 
state or federal 
listed or proposed 
for listing) or their 
habitat  

  X  The project may affect, and is likely to 
adversely affect the following federally 
listed and proposed species: 

● Western snowy plover (Charadrius 
nivosus; threatened) 

The project may affect, but is not likely to 
adversely affect, the following federally 
listed and proposed species, or their habitat: 

● Green sturgeon southern Distinct 
Population Segment (DPS) (Acipenser 
medirostris; threatened) 

● Central California coast Ecologically 
Significant Unit (ESU) steelhead trout 
(Oncorhynchus mykiss; threatened) 

● Central Valley ESU steelhead trout 
(Oncorhynchus mykiss; threatened) 

● Sacramento River winter-run Chinook 
salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha; 
endangered) 

● Central Valley spring-run ESU 
Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus 
tshawytscha; threatened) 

● Central California Coast ESU Coho 
salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch; 
endangered) 

● Longfin smelt (Spirinchus 
thaleichthys; State-endangered) 

The project will have no  effect, on the 
following federally listed and proposed 
species: 

● Humpback whale (Megaptera 
novaeangliae; endangered) 

As described in the Terrestrial BA, 
Terrestrial BA Addendum, and Aquatic BA 
(see Attachments D and E) and Section C.2 
and C.3, general avoidance and 
minimization measures would be 
implemented to reduce potential effects on 
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Table 1: Resource Effects to Consider 

Identify potential 
effects to the 
following physical, 
natural, or cultural 
resources 

No 
Effect 

Negligible 
Effects 

Minor 
Effects 

Exceeds 
Minor 
Effects 

Data Needed to Determine / Notes 

special-status species in the Action Area of 
the project. 

12. Unique 
ecosystems, 
biosphere reserves, 
World Heritage Sites  

X    Golden Gate National Recreation Area 
(GGNRA) is part of the Golden Gate 
Biosphere Reserve formed by UNESCO in 
1998. The San Francisco Bay has been 
designated as a Wetland of International 
Importance under the Ramsar Convention.  

13. Unique or 
important wildlife or 
wildlife habitat  

 X   Western snowy plover habitat will be 
affected, as described in 11. Refer to 
Terrestrial BA and Terrestrial BA 
Addendum in Attachment D for details. 

14. Unique or 
important fish or fish 
habitat  

  X  The project will have both short-term 
temporary and long-term minor effects on 
EFH. Refer to the Aquatic BA in 
Attachment E for details.  

15. Introduce or 
promote non-native 
species (plant or 
animal)  

 X   Standard BMPs will be implemented to 
reduce the likelihood that non-native 
species are introduced or promoted.  

16. Recreation 
resources, including 
supply, demand, 
visitation, activities, 
etc.  

  X  Access to the area within the project 
footprint will be temporarily restricted 
during construction. However, equivalent 
recreation areas are available adjacent to the 
project site. Access to all other areas of 
Crissy Beach, Crissy Airfield, trails and 
other recreational resources outside of the 
project limits will remain open and 
accessible to the public.  

17. Visitor 
experience, 
aesthetic resources  

  X  Construction noise and activities during 
Stage 1 will result in short-term temporary 
impacts to visitor experiences immediately 
around the construction area and a short-
term impact to the aesthetic character of the 
project site. The project is designed to 
minimize visual impacts by ensuring that 
most of the structure is not visible. For 
safety reasons, the last two pilings 
supporting the structure will be above 
MHHT, and signed with warning signs.  
This will result in a permanent, but minor, 
visual impact.  

18. Archeological 
resources  

 X   No known cultural resources within or near 
the project footprint. The project 
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Table 1: Resource Effects to Consider 

Identify potential 
effects to the 
following physical, 
natural, or cultural 
resources 

No 
Effect 

Negligible 
Effects 

Minor 
Effects 

Exceeds 
Minor 
Effects 

Data Needed to Determine / Notes 

components are not anticipated to have an 
effect on cultural resources. 

19. 
Prehistoric/historic 
structure 

X    No evidence of known prehistoric or 
historic-period archaeological resources is 
located within in the project area of 
potential effect (APE).  

20. Cultural 
landscapes  

 X   Construction impacts from the project will 
be short-term and there will be no long-
term impacts to the landscape viewshed of 
the Presidio National Historic Landmark 
District (NHLD) cultural landscape. 

21. Ethnographic 
resources  

X    No impacts to ethnographic resources 
anticipated. 

22. Museum 
collections (objects, 
specimens, and 
archival and 
manuscript 
collections)  

X    There are no museums in the project 
footprint.  

23. Socioeconomics, 
including 
employment, 
occupation, income 
changes, tax base, 
infrastructure 

X    The project is the replacement of an outfall 
structure and will have no effect on 
socioeconomics. 

24. Minority and low 
income populations, 
ethnography, size, 
migration patterns, 
etc. 

X    There are no residents within the project 
area; therefore, no minority or low income 
populations will be affected. 

25. Energy 
resources  

 X   A negligible, short-term impact on energy 
resources will occur during  project 
construction activities.  

26. Other agency or 
tribal land use plans 
or policies  

 X   Construction will comply with The Native 
American Graves Protection and 
Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) if remains of 
Native American origin are discovered. 

27. Resource, 
including energy, 
conservation 
potential, 
sustainability  

 X   The project will reduce the need for 
emergency clearing of Outfall IJKL and 
will reduce flooding potential on Old 
Mason Street and Crissy Field. The project 
will result in a beneficial impact to long-
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Table 1: Resource Effects to Consider 

Identify potential 
effects to the 
following physical, 
natural, or cultural 
resources 

No 
Effect 

Negligible 
Effects 

Minor 
Effects 

Exceeds 
Minor 
Effects 

Data Needed to Determine / Notes 

term resource conservation potential. 

28. Urban quality, 
gateway 
communities, etc.  

 X   The outfall will not have a long-term 
impact on the urban quality. Construction 
impacts will be temporary and short-term in 
nature.  

29. Long-term 
management of 
resources or 
land/resource 
productivity  

 X   The Presidio Trust will be responsible for 
the long-term maintenance of the outfall.   

30. Other important 
environment 
resources (e.g. 
geothermal, 
paleontological 
resources)?  

  X   Construction on the beach will occur within 
the original trench dug for the existing 
outfall, thus having a low potential for 
encountering new paleontological 
resources. Geothermal resources are not 
present at Crissy Beach. 

As indicated in Table 1 above, the following resource areas were determined to have “No Effect” because 
they will not be affected by the project or do not exist within the project area and are not discussed 
further: streamflow characteristics, unique ecosystems, prehistoric/historic structures, museum 
collections, socioeconomics, minority and low income populations, and other important environment 
resources. Please refer to the notes in Table 1 regarding these resource areas. 

D.1 Geologic Resources-soils, Bedrock, Streambeds, etc. 

Construction-related ground disturbance could result in temporary erosion of beach sand and permanent 
loss of sand or other geologic materials excavated and disposed of off-site. Please refer to the “Water 
Quality or Quantity” discussion below regarding implementation of the SWPPP and BMPs which will 
reduce the discharge of sediment and other construction materials as well as increases in turbidity of the 
Bay. There is no bedrock or streambed in the project area. Impacts to geological resources will be 
negligible.  

The project will generate a total of approximately 2,223 cy of excavated material during Stage 1 and 
Stage 2 construction. All excavated material will be tested and either stockpiled at the proposed 
staging/stockpile location or hauled to an approved offsite disposal facility. As described in Section C.2, 
735 cy of the dredged material from Stage 2 will be disposed at an approved beneficial reuse site. The 
remaining 1,488 cy of excavated material from Stage 1 will be tested and either stockpiled for reuse as 
backfill, or hauled to an approved disposal facility. The earthwork will conform to the requirements of 
Section 19 (Earthwork) of the Caltrans Standard Specifications. Testing of the material will be conducted 
in accordance with Caltrans’ Materials Engineering and Testing Services CTM to determine the presence 
or absence of hazardous chemicals. If the excavated material meets requirements, it will be reused as 
backfill and/or beach restoration material.   
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D.2 Geohazards 

The project site is located in a seismically active region; however there are no known faults that cross the 
project area. The landside portion of the outfall (immediately south of the beach) is located in an area of 
potential soil liquefaction (Caltrans 2008). Geotechnical borings taken in 2013 indicated the surface 
material is loose beach sands. The soil structure gradually increases in density to dense sands at a depth of 
20 ft, and young bay muds are encountered at the 30 ft depth. The muds consist of soft clays and silts 
(Caltrans 2014a). The project area is not within a mapped landslide hazard or area of potential earthquake 
induced landslide area (Caltrans 2008); therefore the project will not be susceptible to landslides. 
Implementation of the project will not increase the risk from known earthquake faults, seismic shaking, or 
ground failure. Soil liquefaction will be addressed through design considerations. The project will have a 
negligible impact on geohazards.  

D.3 Air Quality 

The project will have negligible effect on air quality because impacts to air quality will only occur during 
construction activities, which will be short-term and temporary. The project will be required to implement 
WE-1 (Wind Erosion Control) measures and will be required to comply with the Bay Area Air Quality 
Management District’s (BAAQMD) basic dust control procedures to minimize construction-related air 
quality emissions. Basic dust control procedures include, but are not limited to, watering all exposed 
surfaces two times a day, covering all haul trucks transporting loose material off-site, removing mud or 
dirt track-out using wet power vacuum street sweepers at least once per day, limiting vehicle speeds to 15 
miles per hour. Per the Department of Transportation Office of Environmental Engineering Memorandum 
on Request for Environmental Studies, dated May 23, 2013, the project is exempt from the requirement of 
air conformity determination and further air quality studies are not required (Caltrans 2013a). The project 
will have a negligible impact on air quality.  

D.4 Soundscapes 

The project will have a minor effect on the surrounding soundscape because noise impacts will only occur 
during construction activities, which will be short-term and temporary. Short-term and temporary noise 
impacts will occur from the use of stationary and mobile construction equipment and vehicles. Per the 
Department of Transportation Office of Environmental Engineering Memorandum on Request for 
Environmental Studies, dated May 23, 2013, no further noise studies are required (Caltrans 2013a).  

A Noise Control Plan (NCP) has been prepared as part of the South Access to the Golden Gate Bridge-
Doyle Drive Project (Municon Consultants 2011). The NCP addresses potential impacts to the 
human/built environment and includes noise-related specifications found in the Caltrans Standard and 
Special Specifications, and requires noise monitoring of construction. This monitoring is being conducted 
in concert with the PT and NPS staff, and will continue for this project. This plan will be updated as 
appropriate to reflect components of this project. The NCP specifies that the A-weighted average hourly 
noise level (LAeq) and A-weighted hourly maximum noise level (LAmax) from the construction cannot 
exceed the ambient baseline LAeq or baseline LAmax by more than five (5) decibels measured at the closest 
point of the nearest occupied residential tenanted building or occupied commercial tenanted building in 
which business activity is occurring (Municon Consultants 2011).  

To minimize impacts to aquatic species, as described in Section C.3, a hydroacoustic monitoring program 
will be implemented. The hydroacoustic monitoring program will include the use of hydrophones placed 
at specified distances from pile driving to determine site-specific transmission loss and directionality of 
noise to ensure that pile driving noise remains under 170 dB to reduce or avoid impacts to special-status 
aquatic species and marine mammals (Caltrans 2014d). Noise impacts to sensitive terrestrial species (e.g. 
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western snowy plover) are minimized by restricting construction within the terrestrial area of the project 
footprint from May 15 through July 31 (Caltrans 2014c).   

Construction activities and equipment will be required to comply with the NCP, Caltrans Standard and 
Special Specifications, and NPS requirements related to noise control (NPS Policy MP 4.9 and DO-47). 
Noise control measures include, but are not limited to: equipping mobile equipment with manufacturer 
recommended mufflers; using dissipative and reactive mufflers and silencers; and restricting hours of 
heavy equipment operation. In addition, as described in Section C.2, noise monitoring devices will be in 
place during all construction activities to take and analyze noise readings to ensure that the project meets 
the noise parameters designated to reduce effects on marine mammals, fish, the western snowy plover, 
and the public. Through compliance with the applicable laws, regulations and policies, and compliance 
with permit conditions, the project will have a minor impact on soundscapes.  

D.5 Water Quality and Quantity 

During construction, the following activities may result in temporary impacts to water quality: excavation 
of the existing outfall pipe; material stockpiling and staging; equipment movement to/from the site; pile 
driving; installation of turbidity curtain, or similar measure; use of barges to deliver and store material for 
marine operations.    

Potential for impacts to existing water quality will be minimized, or avoided, by implementing temporary 
and permanent BMPs. The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) has issued a National 
Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Statewide Stormwater Permit to Caltrans, to regulate 
stormwater and non-stormwater discharges from Caltrans facilities. As part of this permit, Caltrans 
developed a Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP), which is a policy and guidance document for 
statewide operations.  In addition to this permit, the Project must adhere to the NPDES Construction 
General Permit (Order No. 2009-0009-DWQ, amended 2010-0014-DWQ), hereafter “CGP”, issued by 
the SWRCB.  The CGP is required for any project, by any developer, that disturbs greater-than, or equal 
to, 1.0 acre of land.  As for CGP compliance, a SWPPP must be implemented for the project. The SWPPP 
will be developed by the Contractor and approved by Caltrans, and shall document deployment of 
temporary Construction Site BMPs.  In contrast, permanent BMPs are included as part of the contract 
plan set.  

All construction work (Stages 1 through 3) will be conducted in the typical non-rainy season between 
April 15 and October 30, which will reduce the potential for erosion and subsequent sediment discharge 
to the Bay. Construction Site BMPs, as described in Section C, will be implemented to minimize, or 
avoid, impacts to existing water quality due to construction-related activities. These include preparation 
and implementation of a stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP), an excavation disposal plan, and 
marine turbidity control measure(s). During Stages 1 and 2, the perimeter of the off-shore construction 
site will be enclosed with a temporary turbidity curtain which will be secured to the Bay floor to minimize 
the mobilization of sediment from excavation, backfilling, pile driving, and other construction-related 
activities. Fish and other aquatic species will not become entrapped within the turbidity curtain because 
they can escape through gaps along the bottom of the curtain. In addition, turbidity testing and monitoring 
will be implemented. The turbidity curtain will be removed following the completion of Stage 2 
construction. Excavated material from Stage 1 will be stockpiled and tested in accordance with Caltrans 
Standard Specifications to determine whether it will be acceptable for disposal at an approved disposal 
site or reused as backfill and/or beach restoration material. Dredged material from Stages 2 will be off-
hauled to a beneficial use site.  

Regarding permanent stormwater treatment, biofiltration swales 6, 7, and 8, as depicted in Figure 4, are 
planned to capture and treat roadway runoff from the South Access to the Golden Gate Bridge-Doyle 
Drive Project tributary to Outfall IJKL (WRECO 2013). Biofiltration swales treat stormwater runoff via 
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filtration through vegetation on the surface, infiltration through soil media, and evapotranspiration. Doyle 
Drive stormwater runoff is currently discharged to existing drainage facilities, via over-land flow, without 
treatment. Therefore, since the proposed project includes treatment BMPs (i.e. biofiltration swales), it will 
provide a net benefit to stormwater runoff quality. The current design for these three biofiltration swales 
details treatment of approximately 7 acres of the approximately 12 acres of impervious surface, from the 
South Access to the Golden Gate Bridge – Doyle Drive Project, tributary to Outfall IJKL. A concept is 
being developed to treat the balance within Presidio Trust Right-of-Way. In addition, highway stormwater 
pollutant loading is mostly affected by increased traffic, and the South Access to the Golden Gate Bridge-
Doyle Drive Project is not likely to increase traffic compared to existing levels (Caltrans 2008).  

 Figure 4. Biofiltration Swales 

 

D.6 Marine or Estuarine Resources 

The project will have the following effects to the marine or estuarine habitats in the Action Area and 
project footprint1: 

Marine or Estuarine 

Habitat Type 

Total Area within 
Action Area 

(acres) 

Total Area within 
Project Footprint 

(acres) 

Temporary 
Impacts 
(acres) 

Permanent 
Impacts 
(acres) 

Total 
Impacts 
(acres) 

Beach 5.40 0.75 0.75 0.00 0.75 

                                                      

 

1 The “Action Area” is the area which may be directly or indirectly affected by the project and was defined in the Terrestrial and 
Aquatic BAs and estimated conservatively, combining a 900-ft buffer on land and a 1,300-ft buffer in the water. The “project 
footprint” is the area directly affected by the project. 

Source: WRECO 2013. 
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Intertidal 3.95 0.13 0.13 0.00 0.13 
Bay/Subtidal 76.76 0.14 0.13 0.01 0.14 

Source: Caltrans 2014c,d 

Temporary impacts from trenching; the turbidity curtain installation and removal; pile driving; and pipe 
installation to intertidal, beach, Bay/subtidal habitats will be expected to recover quickly due to tidal 
action (Caltrans 2014b). A permanent impact of 0.025 ac of Bay/subtidal habitat will result from the 
extended pipeline that emerges from the bottom 138 feet from the terminus.  The permanent impacts are 
minimal and may likely result in a beneficial effect, as the new pipe could provide a hard substrate 
surface that will provide habitat for benthic species to colonize (Caltrans 2014b). Construction impacts to 
marine and estuarine habitats will be minimized through implementation of BMPs and general 
construction management practices, as described in Section C.2 and C.3. This includes biological 
monitoring during offshore construction activities, temporary turbidity control measures, and limiting in-
water work to June 1 through October 31. 

D.7 Floodplains or Wetlands 

Caltrans submitted a preconstruction notification to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) in 
August 2014. The project will result in 0.01 ac of permanent and 0.13 ac of temporary impacts to the Bay 
due to the extension of the outfall. All areas temporarily disturbed during construction will be returned to 
pre-construction or improved conditions upon cessation of construction activities. Compensatory 
mitigation is not required because there will be no impacts to wetlands and the permanent impacts to the 
Bay are less than the 0.10 ac threshold. 

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has not determined the flood hazard for the 
project area at this time; however, FEMA’s Preliminary Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FEMA 2007) shows 
the portion of the project area to the north of the San Francisco Bay Trail as within the 100-year flood 
zone (Zone A). According to San Francisco’s Interim Floodplain Map (CCSF 2008), the portion of the 
project area located between the San Francisco Bay Trail and the beach is located in a Special Flood 
Hazard Zone. The project will also serve to alleviate current flooding issues that result when the current 
outfall gets blocked by accumulated sand. Impacts to floodplains will be minor. 

D.8 Rare or Unusual Vegetation-Old Growth Timber, Riparian, Alpine 

The project will have a permanent effect to 0.02 ac of northern foredune habitat that will be restored by 
NPS. As described in Section C.2, Caltrans will provide funds to NPS to replant disturbed on-site 
vegetation. This direct permanent impact to northern foredune habitat is small compared to the extent of 
dune habitat currently within the Action Area (6.27 ac), due to the project’s design to specifically 
minimize effects to this habitat type. 

D.9 Species of Special Concern (Plant or Animal; State or Federally Listed or Proposed for 
Listing or Their Habitat) 

The project may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect the following federally listed species: 

● Western snowy plover (Charadrius nivosus; threatened) 

The on-shore construction activities will be completed by July 31 and are not anticipated to have direct 
effects on western snowy plovers with the exception of the permanent effect to 0.02 ac of northern 
foredune habitat. Caltrans will provide NPS funds to restore the northern foredunes. This direct 
permanent impact to northern foredune is small compared to the extent of dune habitat currently within 
the Action Area (6.27 ac), due to the project’s design to specifically minimize effects to this habitat type. 
Wintering western snowy plovers will be expected to have sufficient remaining foredune habitat within 
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the Action Area after construction is completed. In addition, northern foredune habitat will be restored 
after the completion of construction.  Temporary impacts to beach and intertidal habitats that are 
potentially suitable for western snowy plover will be expected to recover quickly, due to tidal action. 

Western snowy plovers are not anticipated to be present during the on-shore construction period. The 
project may result in direct effects on wintering western snowy plover during Stages 2 and 3 construction 
due to avoidance behaviors that may result because of construction noise, lighting, and increased human 
activity. The number of western snowy plovers present in the Action Area from July through October is 
expected to be relatively low (two to eight), based on previous monitoring from the Terrestrial Biological 
Assessment (BA) (Caltrans 2014b-Appendix D). In addition, no work will occur on the beach after July 
31.  Thus, this project is expected to have a negligible and temporary effect on, and will not jeopardize the 
continued existence of the western snowy plover in the Action Area. 

The project may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect, the following federally listed and proposed 
species, or their habitat: 

● Green sturgeon southern Distinct Population Segment (DPS) (Acipenser medirostris; threatened) 

● Central California coast Ecologically Significant Unit (ESU) steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus 
mykiss; threatened) 

● Central Valley ESU steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss; threatened) 

● Sacramento River winter-run Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha; endangered) 

● Central Valley spring-run ESU Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha; threatened) 

● Central California Coast ESU Coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch; endangered) 

● Longfin smelt (Spirinchus thaleichthys; California State-listed) 

The project will have no effect on: 

● Humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae; endangered) 

The project has the potential to affect individuals of the above mentioned aquatic species through changes 
in water quality, short-term exclusion of a small amount of benthic foraging habitat, and noise from 
trenching and pile driving. Noise from pile driving may cause individuals to leave or avoid the project 
area. During construction, turbidity curtain deployment and pile driving may reduce the amount of habitat 
for foraging and shelter. Project effects on species and habitats are considered to be temporary and limited 
to construction Stages 2 and 3. Long-term effects will result from placement of the extended pipeline, 
which will be minimal. The new pipe could provide a hard substrate surface that will provide habitat for 
benthic species to colonize. These benthic species can be found throughout the Bay on hard substrates 
that provide a surface for colonization.  

As described in the Terrestrial BA (Caltrans 2014b), Terrestrial BA Addendum (Caltrans 2014c), and 
Aquatic BA (Caltrans 2014d) and in Section C.2 and C.3, general avoidance and minimization measures 
will be implemented to reduce potential effects on special-status species in the Action Area. These 
measures will include minimizing the area of impact; seasonal restrictions and work restrictions during 
extreme tidal events; conducting worker environmental awareness training for construction workers; 
conducting preconstruction surveys; establishing nest buffers for snowy plover, if necessary; delineating 
the construction site with high-visibility fencing; on-site biological monitoring; and construction site 
BMPs. 
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D.10 Unique or Important Wildlife or Wildlife Habitat 

The project will have a temporary impact to the western snowy plover, as described above. Please refer to 
the discussion under Section D.9, above. 

D.11 Unique or Important Fish or Fish Habitat  

The project will have both short-term temporary and long-term minor effects on EFH. Temporary effects 
are associated with the installation of the temporary turbidity curtain, trenching the bay bottom, and 
driving new piles. Long-term effects will result from extending the pipe, which will be minimal. The new 
pipe could provide a hard substrate surface that will provide habitat for benthic species to colonize. 
Detailed information is provided in the Aquatic BA, Attachment E. 

The National Park Service reports that California grunion (Leuresthes tenuis) recently have begun to enter 
San Francisco Bay and on the rare occasion, spawn on Crissy Beach. Grunion typically spawn during the 
nights of the full and new moons, spawning occurs after high tides in spring and summer months (CDFW 
2014). Artificial lights on the beach may adversely affect spawning activity. Lighting will only be used 
when necessary and will be directed to minimize stray light. As described in Section C.3, should intertidal 
construction activity occur during an anticipated spawn event from May till August, the biological 
monitor will survey the project footprint during any anticipated spawning event.  

D.12 Introduce or Promote Non-Native Species (Plant or Animal) 

Standard Caltrans construction site BMPs will be implemented to reduce the likelihood that non-native 
species are introduced or promoted in compliance with Executive Order (EO) 13112.  

D.13 Recreation Resources, Including Supply, Demand, Visitation, Activities, etc. 

The San Francisco Bay Trail along Old Mason Street and the Presidio Promenade trail receive heavy day 
use by joggers, walkers, bicyclists, and tourists. Construction activities have the potential to disrupt 
general and special event use along these trails, as well as within the beach and Crissy Airfield areas that 
are located within the construction area. At the start of construction, temporary chain link fencing will be 
installed and signs (i.e., no access, detour, informational, and construction signs) will be posted to prevent 
the public from accessing construction areas and materials. Intertidal and offshore construction work 
conducted as part of Stages 2 (June 1 to July 31) will still require the use of the onshore stockpiling area 
on the beach and Crissy Airfield staging. A temporary construction access road crossing the beach area 
will also be required through July 31. Thus, some portions of Crissy Airfield and the beach will not be 
accessible. The use of these areas for construction activities will result in a temporary and short-term 
closure of the portion of the Crissy Beach and Crissy Airfield within the construction area. However, 
there are comparable recreation areas adjacent to the project area. The closure of these areas will only 
slightly reduce the area available for recreation within the larger Crissy Field area and will not be 
expected to decrease recreation demand or visitation. The project will not require closure of Old Mason 
Street or the access points to the San Francisco Bay Trail and Presidio Promenade trail. Recreationists 
will continue to use the trails while the project is under construction except for the portion within the 
construction area. The public will be provided a detour around the construction area. Access to Crissy 
Airfield, portions of Crissy Beach, and trails outside of the construction limits will remain open to the 
public during construction.  

The Traffic Management Plan will describe how continuous access by park visitors to the trails will be 
maintained during construction, as well as safety measures, including safety lighting, signage and sign 
location, flag persons, visitor points of contact, and any other elements to ensure visitor and park staff 
safety during construction. In addition, construction activity timing will be coordinated with NPS to avoid 
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special events and disruption of public programs at Crissy Field and the Crissy Field Center. As stated in 
Section C.2, the public will be informed of the construction windows and public access will be 
maintained outside of the project limits at all times. Impacts to recreation resources will be negligible, 
short-term and temporary. 

D.14 Visitor Experience, Aesthetic Resources  

Construction noise during Stage 1 activities will have short-term impacts to visitor experiences 
immediately around the construction area. The construction activities during Stage 1 (excavation, pipe 
removal and installation, stockpiling, and installation of fencing onshore) and presence of construction 
equipment will have a short-term impact to the aesthetic character of the project site. Stage 2 and 3 
construction activities will primarily be located underwater; however, construction staging on shore as 
well as on floating barges will be present through Stage 3 which will be visible to visitors. To minimize 
impacts to visitor experience during construction, as stated in Section C.2, the public will be informed of 
the construction periods and public access will be maintained outside of the project limits. Public 
information signage and website information will be available during construction of this project. Normal 
construction activities will occur Monday through Friday from 7:00 am to 6:00 pm with early morning, 
and weekend work subject to tidal levels and as permitted by the National Park Service (NPS). Impacts to 
visitor experience and aesthetic resources will be negligible, short-term and temporary. 

The portion of the outfall located on land (approximately the first 270 ft) will be fully buried and the 
portion located off-shore (approximately the last 190 ft) will be located below the MLLW mark and will 
not be visible below low tide, except for the last piling which will extend above the MHHW.  As a safety 
precaution recommended by the U.S. Coast Guard, the last piling at the end of the pipeline will have a 
"Danger Submerged Pipeline" sign, visible from all directions.   The sign will be fashioned to U.S. Coast 
Guard Standards. Because the pipe will be submerged, except for the pile with safety signage, no long-
term impacts to aesthetic resources will be anticipated after construction is complete. 

 In addition, by enlarging and extending the outfall, emergency clearing events, which also temporarily 
affect aesthetic resources and visitor experiences, will be greatly reduced. No long-term impacts to 
aesthetic resources or the visitor experience will occur. 

D.15 Cultural Resources 

The Archaeological Treatment Plan (ATP) for the South Access to the Golden Gate Bridge-Doyle Drive 
Project identified the Outfall IJKL extension area as a sensitive location for the  San Carlos Shipwreck 
(ICF, International and SEARCH 2011). Archaeological identification efforts for the project included 
offshore remote sensing followed by diver confirmation that anomalies identified during remote sensing 
efforts were modern debris (ICF, International and SEARCH 2011). The remains of the San Carlos, or 
any other historic shipwreck are located within the offshore portion of the APE The Outfall IJKL is also 
outside of the reported boundaries of the prehistoric resource, CA-SFr-6/26, and no impacts to that 
resource are anticipated. No historic built environment resources are present in the Outfall IJKL extension 
area, and project components as proposed will have no effect on the built environment.  

There is no evidence of known prehistoric or historic-period archaeological resources in the project APE, 
and the site area has been previously graded. The disturbed nature of the site, however, does not preclude 
the presence of buried archaeological deposits. The 2001 Archaeological Study Report (ASR), 2002 
Finding of Effect (FOE), and the 2011 San Carlos Shipwreck identification report (ICF, International and 
SEARCH 2011) have determined that there exists an elevated archaeological sensitivity in the project 
vicinity. The onshore (landside) portion of the work will occur within the footprint for the existing outfall, 
and, therefore, there is a low potential to encounter intact archaeological deposits. If cultural resource 
artifacts, features, or sites are observed during construction, discovery protocols and treatment approaches 
will be followed as outlined in the Undertaking Programmatic Agreement (PA) (Section III. 2. b - e) and 
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in the ATP (ICF Jones & Stokes 2009), as well as the South Access to the Golden Gate Bridge-Doyle 
Drive Final Cultural Resource Monitoring Manual.  

D.16 Cultural Landscapes 

Construction activities will disturb the landscape viewshed of the Presidio NHLD cultural landscape. This 
impact will be short-term and temporary and no contributing structures to the cultural landscape will be 
affected. A relatively small portion of Crissy Airfield, a historic vegetation feature of the cultural 
landscape will be temporarily disturbed. Because most of the outfall will be buried and not visible at low 
tide and landside construction areas will be restored, only minor long-term impacts to the cultural 
landscape are not expected. In addition, project improvements are expected to eliminate emergency 
clearing events, which also temporarily disturb the landscape viewshed of the Presidio NHLD cultural 
landscape. 

D.17 Ethnographic Resources 

Project compliance documentation and ongoing consultation as part of the South Access to the Golden 
Gate Bridge-Doyle Drive Section 106 compliance process have not resulted in the identification of 
ethnographic resources within the current project APE. As such, no impacts to ethnographic resources are 
anticipated. 

D.18 Energy Resources 

Impacts to energy resources will occur during construction and will be temporary and short-term. 
Construction equipment during Stage 1/1A likely will include support trucks (e.g., pickup trucks, dump 
trucks, flat-bed trucks), trailers, excavators, loader/backhoes, a crane, and a pile driver. Stage 2 and 3 will 
include barges to be used as work and storage platforms and to stockpile dredged material. The 
construction vehicles and equipment to be used and stored on these barges may include an excavator, a 
pile driver, a loader/backhoe, and dump trucks. Since the impact on energy resources is temporary and 
will only occur during construction, the impact will be negligible. In addition, by enlarging and extending 
the outfall, emergency clearing events, which also temporarily impact energy resources, will be greatly 
reduced. Furthermore, there will be no operational impact on energy resources. 

D.19 Other Agency or Tribal Land Use Plans or Policies 

Although it is unlikely that human remains could be encountered during excavation in the project area, in 
the event human remains of Native American origin are discovered, the project will comply with the 
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), which specifies the procedures 
federal agencies must follow when burials of Native American origin are found on federal land.  If human 
remains of Native American origin are discovered during trenching activities or construction-related 
ground-disturbing activities, the following provisions will be followed to comply with NAGPRA 
regulations: notify, in writing, the responsible federal agency; and cease activity in the area of discovery 
and protect the human remains. Construction activities will occur within the original trench dug for the 
existing outfall, making the potential for encountering human remains low. If cultural resources, artifacts, 
features, or sites are observed during construction, discovery protocols and treatment approaches will be 
followed as outlined in the Undertaking’s Section 106 Programmatic Agreement (PA) and Archaeological 
Treatment Plan (ATP; ICF Jones & Stokes 2009), as well as the Doyle Drive Final Cultural Resource 
Monitoring Manual. Impacts to agency or tribal land use plans or policies will be negligible. 

D.20 Resources, Including Energy, Conservation Potential, Sustainability 

Construction activities will enlarge and extend the existing outfall, reducing the need for emergency 
clearing events, which also temporarily impact energy resources. This will result in beneficial impacts to 
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long-term resource conservation potential. In addition, construction related impacts will be temporary and 
short-term; therefore the impact will be negligible.  

D.21 Urban Quality, Gateway Communities, etc. 

Construction activities during Stage 1 will have short-term impacts to urban quality immediately around 
the construction area. Construction activities and the presence of construction equipment will also result 
in short-term impacts to urban quality during Stage 1. Stage 2 and 3 construction activities will primarily 
be located underwater and will therefore have reduced impacts to urban quality. Because the outfall will 
be buried and will not be visible below low tide, except for the last set of support piers, and the landside 
construction areas will be restored, only minor long-term impacts to aesthetic resources will be 
anticipated. In addition, by enlarging and extending the outfall, emergency clearing events and flooding 
on Old Mason Street and Crissy Field, which also temporarily affect the urban quality of the area, will be 
greatly reduced. Impacts to urban quality will be negligible and beneficial. 

D.22 Long-term Management of Resources or Land/Resource Productivity  

Modifying Outfall IJKL will reduce flooding events on Old Mason Street and Crissy Airfield from 
backed up stormwater and also reduce emergency operations to clear accumulated sand from the end of 
the outfall after large storm events. This will result in beneficial impacts to long-term management of 
resources within the area. Because the outfall will be buried in the same location as the existing outfall 
and supported above the Bay bottom, long-term land/resource productivity will not be reduced. Impacts to 
long-term management of resources or land/resource productivity will be negligible. 

D.23 Other Important Environment Resources (e.g., Geothermal and Paleontological Resources) 

Construction will occur in the original trench dug for the existing outfall, thus having a low potential for 
encountering paleontological resources. If paleontological resources  are observed during construction, 
work will cease in the vicinity until a qualified paleontologist can evaluate the discovery. Impacts to other 
important environment resources will be negligible. 

E. MANDATORY CRITERIA 

Table 2: Mandatory Criteria 

Mandatory Criteria: If implemented, would the 
proposal:  Yes No N/A Comment or Data Needed to 

Determine  

A. Have significant impacts on public health or 
safety?  

 X  The project’s Traffic Management Plan will 
include safety measures, such as safety 
lighting, signage and sign location, flag 
persons/visitor points of contact, and any 
other elements to ensure visitor and park 
staff safety during construction. No impacts 
to utilities are anticipated. 

B. Have significant impacts on such natural 
resources and unique geographic characteristics 
as historic or cultural resources; park, recreation, 
or refuge lands; wilderness areas; wild or scenic 
rivers; national natural landmarks; sole or 
principal drinking water aquifers; prime farmlands; 
wetlands (Executive Order 11990); floodplains 
(Executive Order 11988); national monuments; 
migratory birds; and other ecologically significant 

 X  The project will have minor to no effect to 
these resource areas. Please refer to the 
discussion in Section D. 
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Table 2: Mandatory Criteria 

Mandatory Criteria: If implemented, would the 
proposal:  Yes No N/A Comment or Data Needed to 

Determine  

or critical areas? 

C. Have highly controversial environmental 
effects or involve unresolved conflicts concerning 
alternative uses of available resources (NEPA 
section 102(2)(E))? 

 X  The project will not have highly 
controversial environmental effects or 
involve unresolved conflicts concerning 
alternative uses of available resources. 

D. Have highly uncertain and potentially 
significant environmental effects or involve unique 
or unknown environmental risks?  

 X  No significant impacts are anticipated and 
the project includes commonly used 
construction equipment and routine 
construction activities. 

E. Establish a precedent for future action or 
represent a decision in principle about future 
actions with potentially significant environmental 
effects?  

 X  The project will not establish a precedent for 
future action or represent a decision in 
principle about future actions with 
potentially significant environmental effects. 

F. Have a direct relationship to other actions with 
individually insignificant, but cumulatively 
significant, environmental effects? 

 X  The modification of Outfall IJKL is directly 
tied to the Doyle Drive project, which 
underwent NEPA review and impacts 
assessed in the South Access to the Golden 
Gate Bridge-Doyle Drive FEIS/R. The 
modification of Outfall IJKL will result in 
short-term construction related impacts. 
Through the implementation of BMPs, 
compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations, and compliance with permit 
conditions, construction impacts will be 
negligible to minor. The project will not 
result in new significant impacts or impacts 
of greater severity than what was previously 
analyzed and disclosed in the FEIS/R. 
Therefore, no cumulative environmental 
effects will occur. 

G. Have significant impacts on properties listed or 
eligible for listing on the National Register of 
Historic Places, as determined by either the 
bureau or office? 

 X  There are no significant impacts anticipated 
to the Presidio NHLD, which is listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places. There 
are no other historic properties within the 
project APE. 

H. Have significant impacts on species listed or 
proposed to be listed on the List of Endangered 
or Threatened Species, or have significant 
impacts on designated Critical Habitat for these 
species? 

 X  The project will have no significant impacts 
on species listed or proposed to be listed 
(see Section D). 

I. Violate a federal law, or a state, local, or tribal 
law or requirement imposed for the protection of 
the environment?  

 X  The project will not violate a federal law, or 
a state, local, or tribal law or requirement 
imposed for the protection of the 
environment. 

J. Have a disproportionately high and adverse 
effect on low income or minority populations 

 X  There are no residents at the project site. The 
project is the replacement of an existing 
outfall. Therefore, no minority or low 
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Table 2: Mandatory Criteria 

Mandatory Criteria: If implemented, would the 
proposal:  Yes No N/A Comment or Data Needed to 

Determine  

(Executive Order 12898)? income populations will be affected. 

K. Limit access to and ceremonial use of Indian 
sacred sites on federal lands by Indian religious 
practitioners or significantly adversely affect the 
physical integrity of such sacred sites (Executive 
Order 13007)?  

 X  No impact to ethnographic resources are 
anticipated. 

L. Contribute to the introduction, continued 
existence, or spread of noxious weeds or non-
native invasive species known to occur in the 
area or actions that may promote the introduction, 
growth, or expansion of the range of such species 
(Federal Noxious Weed Control Act and EO 
13112)? 

 X  Standard BMPs will be implemented to 
reduce the likelihood that non-native species 
are introduced or promoted. Therefore, the 
project is unlikely to contribute to the 
introduction, existence, or spread of noxious 
weeds or non-native invasive species or 
promote the introduction, growth or 
expansion of such species. 

For the purpose of interpreting these procedures within the NPS, any action that has the potential to violate 
the NPS Organic Act by impairing park resources or values would constitute an action that triggers the DOI 
exception for actions that threaten to violate a federal law for protection of the environment. 

 
F. IMPACT ASSESSMENT: COASTAL PROCESS AND NEARSHORE BIOLOGICAL 
AND PHYSICAL PROCESS 

F.1 Introduction 

The Outfall IJKL Replacement Project will require work on beach, intertidal, and Bay/subtidal habitats 
within the coastal zone.  A discussion of the Coastal Process and the Nearshore Biological and Physical 
Processes will be discussed in the following sections. 

F.2 Background 

The Stormwater Management Plan developed for the Presidio in 1994 and an analysis of the outfall found 
that 15,000 linear ft of pipeline was under capacity for 10-year flow events and replacement of 
approximately 2,000 ft of damaged pipe was recommended. Storm drain lines I, J, K and L were 
combined in the late 1990s into a single buried 42-in diameter HDPE outfall pipe. Only a few years after 
the combination of the drain lines, the end of Outfall IJKL also became problematic as beach accretion 
moved the shoreline beyond the end of the pipe. Flooding occurs on Old Mason Street during large storm 
(or rainfall) events because the outfall is blocked by sand. The current management of Outfall IJKL is 
mechanical removal of sand from the pipe outlet to allow drainage onto Crissy Beach and into San 
Francisco Bay.  

With the South Access to the Golden Gate Bridge-Doyle Drive Project (currently under construction and 
which would also increase the stormwater runoff from into the outfall), stormwater management for the 
new roadway configuration provided the opportunity to resolve the issues associated with Outfall IJKL. 
As described in Section C, the project will replace the existing outfall from the manhole located on the 
beach, and extend it by 296 ft beyond the expected 50-year beach accretion point into the Bay for a total 
pipeline length of 460 ft.  
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F.3 Baseline Condition  

The following provides a summary of the baseline conditions of the project area related to sand transport, 
beach accretion, water quality, and biological resources.  

F.3.1  Sand Transport and Existing Maintenance 

The rapid changes in beach width at Crissy Beach indicate this littoral-system is highly dynamic and non-
linear. Sediment is moved through this system by waves and currents. Sand pulses enter San Francisco 
Bay around Fort Point and the volume of sand transport has increased since the early 1980s. These sand 
pulses deposit as shoals immediately north of Crissy Beach and the sand migrates eastward and onshore, 
although some volume of sand is retained at Crissy Beach. The accumulation of sand on the beach is most 
evident in the current location of Outfall IJKL.  

The shoreline in the vicinity of the existing outfall has historically accreted while also oscillating 
(fluctuations of erosion and accretion) as evident from analysis of nearly 90 years of aerial photography 
(ESA PWA 2011). Rapid accretion since the mid-1990s has occurred at an unprecedented rate and as of 
2009, the shoreline had accreted almost 180 ft compared to 1997, burying the outfall in 6 ft of sand. The 
geomorphology of Crissy Beach is actively changing and the beach should be expected to accrete for 
some time (ESA PWA 2011). A 2008 deposition of sediment observed on the shoals is anticipated to 
supply large volumes of sand for continued shoreline accretion in the coming years should wave 
conditions remain similar to current observations. 

Currently, sand accretion blocks the end of the outfall resulting in stormwater backing up in the existing 
pipe contributing to flooding on Old Mason Street and Crissy Airfield during large rain events. The 
Presidio Trust regularly uses a backhoe to remove the sand from the end of the outfall, so that water from 
the pipe can discharge into the Bay. Clearing accumulated sand from the outfall has to be done regularly, 
and especially before, during, and after major storm events. After  it is re-opened, the outfall can become 
blocked again within hours because of tidal action. Outfall maintenance requirements also result in an 
unstable and unsafe sand channel at the end of the excavated outfall opening on Crissy Beach. 

F.3.2  Beach Elevation 

The beach elevation from the existing manhole on the beach to the MHHW descends from 10 to 7 ft 
above sea level. The top of the existing outfall is approximately 5 ft above sea level and runs under the 
beach. 

F.3.3  Water Quality 

The Bay in the vicinity of the project is characterized as the Central San Francisco Bay and included on 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 303(d) list of water quality limited segments for: 
chlordane, dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), dieldrin, dioxin compounds, furan compounds, 
invasive species, mercury, mercury in sediment, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (sediment), 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), PCBs (dioxin-like), and selenium (SWRCB and USEPA 2011). A total 
maximum daily load (TMDL) was developed and approved by the EPA for mercury on February 12, 
2008. TDMLs establish the maximum amount of a given pollutant that can enter a waterbody without 
exceeding water quality standards set pursuant to applicable federal and state regulations. TDMLs are 
implemented through NPDES permits issued to point source dischargers, including municipal storm drain 
systems like the one that discharges through the outfall. 
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The San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) adopted a Water Quality 
Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay Basin (the Basin Plan) that designates beneficial uses, establishes 
water quality objectives, and contains implementation programs and policies to achieve those objectives 
for all waters addressed through the Basin Plan (San Francisco RWQCB 2011).  

The outfall discharges into Central San Francisco Bay and the Basin Plan lists the existing beneficial uses 
of this surface water to be: industrial service supply, industrial process supply, commercial and sport 
fishing, shellfish harvesting, estuarine habitat, fish migration, preservation of rare and threatened species, 
fish spawning, wildlife habitat, water contact recreation, noncontact water recreation, and navigation.  

F.3.4  Biological Resources 

The project Action Area2 contains the following land types which support a number of plant and animal 
species: developed, northern foredune, beach, intertidal, and Bay/subtidal (Caltrans 2014b). The 
developed land cover types include buildings, paved areas, and the Crissy Airfield – because the 
developed land cover type is outside of the project footprint and is not discussed further. The following 
describes habitat and species associated with the remaining four land types.  

Northern Foredune: northern foredune is the ridge of sand parallel with the beach, positioned above the 
mean high tide line that is formed by the accumulation of sand. The accumulation of sand encourages the 
formation of hummocks that can be colonized by plants where they are elevated above the inundating 
tides, reducing the effects from direct exposure to saltwater. The plants on Crissy Beach are tolerant of 
brief exposures to saltwater, but can be killed by direct and prolonged exposure. Species common in this 
community include sand-verbena (Abronia spp.), beach strawberry (Fragraria chiloensis), beach 
primrose (Camissonia cheiranthifolia), silvery beachweed (Ambrosia chamissonis), and coastal sagewort 
(Artemisia pycnocephala). Western snowy plover and killdeer can be observed foraging and scurrying 
within the foredunes and beach habitats of Crissy Beach. 

Beach: The beach is the expanse of sandy substrate above the MHHW mark and the northern foredunes. 
Since the northern foredunes and beach habitats comingle at Crissy Beach, many plants and animals are 
common to both, such as, sand-verbena, beach strawberry, western snowy plover and killdeer. The plants 
that colonize the beach are susceptible to direct saltwater exposure during high tide events. Large areas of 
beach within the project footprint are devoid of plants because they have been killed by direct salt water 
exposure. 

Intertidal: The intertidal is the area between the MHHW and MLLW marks that is inundated by tides. 
Intertidal habitat includes sandy beaches, natural and artificial rock (quarried riprap), mud flats, and pier 
pilings. The proximity to the Golden Gate Bridge and Pacific Ocean results in an intertidal zone that is 
inhabited by a highly diverse coastal and estuarine marine flora and fauna.  

Bay/Subtidal: The project’s in-water Action Area occurs in a portion of the Central San Francisco Bay. 
Because of its proximity to the Pacific Ocean, the Central Bay is characterized by strong tidal currents, 
with waters that are cold, saline, low in suspended sediment, and with less fluctuation in water quality 
relative to other portions of the Bay that are more influenced by freshwater and industrial inputs. Central 
Bay biota most closely resembles open coast plant, invertebrate, and vertebrate marine communities, 

                                                      

 

2 The “Action Area” includes northern foredunes, beach, intertidal, and Bay/subtidal land types, as well as, 
developed areas (e.g., buildings, roads, and walkways) and is approximately 118 acres. 
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shifting to estuarine communities that become established farther into the Bay–Delta estuary from the 
Golden Gate Bridge. 

San Francisco Bay in the vicinity of the Action Area is classified as EFH3 under the Magnuson-Stevens 
Fisheries Conservation and Management Act (MSA). Habitat for 18 species of commercially important 
fish and sharks that may at least occasionally be present in the vicinity of the Action Area are federally 
managed by the Pacific States Marine Fisheries Council under two fisheries management plans (FMPs): 
the Coastal Pelagic FMP and the Pacific Groundfish FMP. The Coastal Pelagic FMP identifies the Bay–
Delta as EFH for Pacific herring, northern anchovy, and Pacific sardine (PMFC 1998). Under the Pacific 
Coast Salmon FMP, the entire Bay-Delta estuary has been designated as EFH for spring-, fall-, and late 
fall- Central Valley and Sacramento River winter-run Chinook salmon (Pacific salmon) (PMFC 2003). 
Two species of Pacific salmon are federally managed under the Pacific Coast Salmon FMP.  

The Bay–Delta is an important wintering and stopover site for the Pacific Flyway. More than 300,000 
wintering waterfowl use the region and associated waters (NOAA 2007). Bird guilds that use the open 
waters of the Bay–Delta include the diving birds, which feed in deeper water on benthic invertebrates; 
dabblers, which feed in the upper water column of shallow subtidal areas; piscivores, which feed on fish; 
and opportunistic predators (NOAA 2007). 

Seven species of marine mammals occur in the Bay–Delta. The harbor seal (Phoca vitulina), California 
sea lion (Zalophus californianus), harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena), and gray whale (Eschrichtius 
robustus) are the most common species that use the open waters of the Bay–Delta for migrating, foraging, 
and resting (NOAA 2007). Although these species typically concentrate their activities in the Central Bay 
and adjacent portions of the South Bay and North Bay, some harbor seals, harbor porpoise, and California 
sea lions travel throughout the Bay–Delta and up into the Sacramento River, in search of salmon and 
other prey. 

The Central Bay contains habitat such as eelgrass and native Olympia oyster beds. The Central Bay 
contains both soft sediment and hard substrate subtidal (submerged) habitat; the subtidal bottom in the 
Action Area is the soft sediment type made of sand. Eelgrass is indigenous to the soft bottom bays and 
estuaries of the Northern Hemisphere, however no eelgrass beds are present in the Action Area. Olympia 
oyster beds occur in the intertidal zone between Point Pinole to south of Dumbarton Bridge with the 
highest abundances reported in the Central Bay (Caltrans 2014b). The piers in the Action Area do not 
provide a substantial amount of hard substrate to support Olympia oysters in substantial numbers, thus 
Olympia oyster beds are not expected in the Action Area.  

Table 4 shows the potential for federally listed species and their habitats to occur in the Action Area, 
based on a characterization of habitats present. 

 

 

 

                                                      

 

3 Aquatic habitat where fish spawn, breed, feed, or grow to maturity. 
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Table 4. Potential for Federally Listed or Proposed Aquatic Species to Occur in the Action 
Area 

Common Name Scientific Name Status1 General Habitat Species 
Presence/Timing 

Mammals 
Humpback whale Megaptera novaeangliae E Predominantly coastal 

waters although occasional 
individuals enter the 
Bay‐Delta. 

Very Low: potential to 
occur from April to 
December during 
migration, occasional 
transients enter the 
Bay‐Delta. 

Pacific harbor seal Phoca vitulina MMPA Coastal waters, and 
throughout the San 
Francisco Bay‐Delta (Bay-
Delta). 

Present: could occur year-
round. 

California sea lion Zalophus californianus MMPA Coastal waters, and 
throughout the Bay‐Delta. 

Present: could occur year-
round. 

Harbor porpoise Phocoena phocoena MMPA An inshore species 
inhabiting shallow, coastal 
waters and occasional 
large rivers, including the 
Bay–Delta. 

Present: could occur year-
round. 

California gray 
whale 

Eschrichtius robustus MMPA Predominantly coastal 
waters although occasional 
individuals enter the 
Bay‐Delta and have been 
observed swimming up the 
Sacramento River and into 
the South Bay. 

Low: potential to occur 
from December to April 
during migration 
from Alaska to Baja 
California, occasional 
transients enter the 
Bay‐Delta 

Southern sea 
otter* 

Enhydra lutris nereis T/MMPA Coastal waters within 1.2 
mi of shore, especially 
shallows with kelp beds 
and abundant shellfish. In 
rough weather, takes 
refuge among kelp, or in 
coves and inlets. Rarely 
comes ashore. Range along 
the central California 
coast, south of Half Moon 
Bay to Point Conception. 

None: Outside of official 
known range. NPS 
reports that occasional 
individuals are observed 
in park waters, including 
inside of the Bay, 
however, reports are rare 
and individuals are 
reported to be transient.  
 
 

Fish 
Green Sturgeon 
(Southern DPS) 

Acipenser medirostris T Marine and estuarine 
environments and the 
Sacramento River; all of 
the Bay‐Delta. 

Low: year-round. 

Central California 
coast DPS 
steelhead 
trout 

Oncorhynchus mykiss T Ocean waters, Sacramento 
and San Joaquin Rivers; 
in-migrates from the 
Pacific Ocean through the 
Bay‐Delta to freshwater 
spawning grounds. 

Low: Adults–winter; 
Juveniles–year-round. 

Central Valley Oncorhynchus mykiss T Ocean waters, Sacramento Low: Adults–winter and 
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Table 4. Potential for Federally Listed or Proposed Aquatic Species to Occur in the Action 
Area 

Common Name Scientific Name Status1 General Habitat Species 
Presence/Timing 

DPS steelhead 
trout 

and San Joaquin Rivers; 
in-migrates from the 
Pacific Ocean through the 
Bay‐Delta to freshwater 
spawning grounds. 

spring; Juveniles–year-
round. 

Longfin smelt Spirinchus thaleichthys C Throughout the nearshore 
coastal waters and open 
waters of the Bay‐Delta, 
including the river 
channels and sloughs of 
the Bay-Delta. 

Low: potentially year-
round, but most often 
during fall. 

Sacramento River 
winter‐run ESU 
Chinook salmon 

Oncorhynchus tshawytscha E Ocean waters, Sacramento 
and San Joaquin Rivers; 
in-migrates from the 
Pacific Ocean through the 
Bay‐Delta to freshwater 
spawning grounds. 

Low: Adults ‐ November 
and December; Juveniles 
– fall and winter. 

Central Valley 
spring-run ESU 
Chinook 
salmon 

Oncorhynchus tshawytscha T Ocean waters, Sacramento 
and San Joaquin Rivers; 
in-migrates from the 
Pacific Ocean through the 
Bay‐Delta to freshwater 
spawning grounds. 

Low: Adults ‐ late winter 
to spring; Juveniles–fall 
though spring 

Central California 
coast ESU Coho 
salmon 

Oncorhynchus kisutch E Ocean waters, Sacramento 
and San Joaquin Rivers; 
in-migrates from the 
Pacific Ocean through the 
Bay‐Delta to freshwater 
spawning grounds. 

Low: Adults–fall and 
winter; Juveniles–spring 
through fall. 

Tidewater goby* Eucyclogobius newberryi E Coastal lagoons, estuaries, 
and marshes in coastal 
California, from the Smith 
River (Del Norte County) 
to Aqua Hedionda Lagoon 
(San Diego County). 

None: species extirpated 
from San Francisco 
Bay‐Delta. 

Delta smelt* Hypomesus transpacificus T Sacramento‐San Joaquin 
River Delta, Suisun Bay, 
San Pablo Bay, river 
channels and sloughs in 
the Bay-Delta. 

None: outside known 
range. 

Notes: 
1. Federal Status Codes:  

E= Endangered 
T = Threatened 

 
2. Other 

* = Determined that species was not present within 
the Action Area or extirpated from the Central Bay. 
 

Source: Caltrans 2014b (Table 1) 

 
C= Candidate 
MMPA= Marine Mammal Protection Act 
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F.4  Coastal Impact Assessment 

The following provides an analysis of the project on the coastal process as it relates to construction and 
maintenance impacts to long-shore transport; beach elevation changes; biological resources; water 
quality; vessel operations; mariner and human safety; exclusions and signage; and aesthetics. The analysis 
is based on information in the Coastal Processes Report prepared for Outfall IJKL (ESA PWA 2011).  

F.4.1  Construction Impacts on Long-Shore Sand Transport and Beach Elevation 

Long-Shore Sand Transport 

The Coastal Processes Report evaluated eight alternatives, of which the  project is closest to Alternative 
4.a.i, which was an alternative to extend the pipe horizontally several hundred feet offshore with support 
structures. The report acknowledged that while Alternative 4.a.i is the most practical, the pipe and support 
structure could potentially cause some impediment to shore sand transport, likely resulting in beach 
accretion on the western side of the outfall and erosion on the eastern side (ESA PWA 2011). The 
preliminary design of Alternative 4.a.i as shown in Figure 6.1 of the Coastal Processes Report included 
piles that are spaced approximately 14 ft apart from one another (ESA PWA 2011).  

The design of the outfall has been refined to build-level and show that the piles will be typically spaced 
25 ft apart (Attachment B, sheet D-2), allowing flow to pass above, around, and under the outfall pipe and 
its supports. Two studies have evaluated the long-shore transport by wave and current action in the IJKL 
Outfall area and found that the potential for long-shore transport due to wave action is almost exclusively 
in the eastward direction with a small potential for transport westward (Moffatt & Nichol 2014). Further 
they note that bed load transport by tidal currents is typical in the deeper channel area offshore of the 
Crissy Field area, which are less affected by waves and exhibit stronger currents, and the potential for bed 
load transport is significantly less than that of the wave driven transport at the project site (Moffatt & 
Nichol 2014). 

Long-shore sediment transport is typically impeded by structures (groin or jetty) which block flow, thus 
impounding sand. For these structures to be effective they must reach from the sea bottom to above the 
MHHW level with a continuous structure. Therefore, the outfall and support piles are designed in the 
following two ways to minimize the amount of potential block to flow: (1) the outfall pipe and pile 
supports are submerged below the MLLW, and (2) the outfall pipe is held by its supports above the bay 
bottom (Moffatt & Nichol 2014). These two features allow flow to pass above, around, and under the pipe 
and its support, limiting the ability to block flow and trap sand (Moffatt & Nichol 2014). Based on these 
assumptions in the discussion above, construction of the  project will not significantly impact long-shore 
sediment transport.  

Beach Accretion 

Based on mid-range sea level rise estimates (14-in by 2050 and 55-in by 2100), the area in proximity to 
the outfall will most likely see the largest amount of shoreline retreat due to sea level rise, with an 
estimated 47-ft by 2050 and 183 ft by 2100 (ESA PWA 2011). 

Although the outfall area is expected to see shoreline retreat due to sea level rise, sand is anticipated to 
accumulate at a higher rate, resulting in a net growth of the beach over the next 90 years, with a 
potentially large amount of beach growth in the next 50 years. The maximum likely net growth of the 
beach in the vicinity of the outfall in the next 50 years, accounting for both sand accumulation and sea 
level rise, is 193-ft, while the expected mean net growth is 94-ft. Similarly, the maximum likely beach 
growth in the next 90 years is 60-ft with an expected net growth of 56-ft. The decline in expected beach 
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growth between 50 and 90 years from now is due to the accelerated beach retreat due to sea level rise 
(ESA PWA 2011). 

The outfall will be buried on the beach and any excavations will be temporary, and subsequently 
backfilled. Beach areas will be restored to their original elevations following the completion of 
construction. Therefore, construction of the project will not have any impact on the forecasted beach 
elevation changes. 

 F.3.2  Maintenance Impacts on Long-Shore Sand Transport and Beach Elevation 

Long-Shore Sand Transport 

Analysis of the future shoreline position provided a planning range of possible shoreline distances from 
the current location as 1.4 ft to 192 ft in 50 years, with a mean estimate of 94 ft (ESA PWA 2011). From 
a conservative (low risk) perspective (maximum shoreline accretion rate combined with sea level rise 
projections), the pipe extension is required to be at least 195 ft from the current location to exceed the 
projected 50-year shoreline profile. The project will extend the outfall by approximately 100 ft beyond the 
expected 50-year beach accretion point into the Bay (up to 192 feet), which will be sufficient to maintain 
an outfall that does not get buried and blocked by sand. As described under Section F.3.1 above, the 
design allows flow to pass above, around, and under the pipe and its supports, limiting the ability to block 
flow and trap sand (Moffatt & Nichol 2014). The pipe will therefore maintain its ability to discharge to 
the Bay without requiring regular maintenance to clear accumulated sand.  

Beach Accretion 

Once the outfall construction is complete, the beach areas will be restored to their original elevations. The 
modified outfall will convey stormwater discharges 100 ft beyond the expected 50-year beach accretion 
point into the Bay. Conveyance of the stormwater into the Bay will not contribute to beach accretion. In 
addition, maintenance of the outfall will not require activities that will modify the beach elevation. 
Therefore, maintenance of the outfall will have no impact to beach elevation. 

F.3.3  Construction Impacts on Nearshore Biological Resources and Water Quality 

Aquatic Biological Resources 

Caltrans prepared a BA in August 2014 (Caltrans 2014b) that addresses potential effects of the project’s 
construction on federally listed aquatic species, aquatic species protected under the MMPA, and EFH. 
The following discussion is based on information in the BA. The project will have short-term temporary 
effects from construction activities associated with installation of a temporary turbidity curtain, trenching 
the bay bottom, and driving new piles. This will be associated with construction during Stage 2 within the 
intertidal and Bay/subtidal zones and Stage 3 within the Bay/subtidal zone. 

The aquatic BA determined that the project may affect, but is not likely to adversely affect the following 
federally listed and proposed species or critical habitat: 

● Green Sturgeon Southern DPS (Acipenser medirostris; threatened) 
● Central California Coast ESU steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss; threatened) 
● Central Valley ESU steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss; threatened) 
● Sacramento River winter-run Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha; endangered) 
● Central Valley spring-run ESU Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha; threatened) 
● Central California Coast ESU Coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch; endangered) 
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● Longfin smelt (Spirinchus thaleichthys; State-threatened) 
 

After consultation with NMFS it was determined that the project would have no effect on: 
 

● Humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae; endangered) 
 

As described previously in Sections C.2 and C.3 regarding construction practices, offshore construction 
activities below the MHHW mark to the end of Stage 2 will be limited to June 1 through July 31, during 
the typical dry season, to avoid migrating fish. Underwater hydrophones will be in-place during all 
aquatic construction activities to ensure that pile driving and other construction activities do not exceed 
170 dB to avoid or reduce effects on marine mammals and fish.  No aquatic mitigation measures are 
proposed for the project, as project effects are temporary and self-mitigating. No adverse effects on listed 
species or critical habitat will occur. 

Terrestrial Biological Resources 

A terrestrial BA published by Caltrans in July 2014, analyzed the potential effects to federally listed 
terrestrial species in the Action Area (Caltrans 2014c). The terrestrial BA determined that the project is 
expected to have a negligible and temporary effect on, and will not jeopardize the continued existence of 
the western snowy plover in the Action Area. The timing of Stage 1 construction is designed to avoid 
onshore work when western snowy plovers are expected to be present (August to April) in the Action 
Area. Temporary impacts to beach and intertidal habitats that are potentially suitable for western snowy 
plover will be expected to recover quickly, due to tidal action. The small portion of northern foredune 
habitat that will be permanently impacted will be replanted by NPS. Barges and construction activities 
may disturb western snowy plovers after July 31 during Stages 2 when construction is offshore but within 
the intertidal zone. Stage 3 construction will be far enough offshore to not cause any disturbance to 
western snowy plovers. The number of western snowy plovers present in the Action Area from July 
through October is expected to be relatively low (two to eight) and thus, the project is expected to have a 
negligible and temporary effect on, and will not jeopardize the continued existence of the western snowy 
plover in the Action Area. No other federally listed terrestrial species will be affected by the project. 

Water Quality 

Trenching for the pipeline extension and the installation of the new piles and pipeline will temporarily 
disturb sediment along the beach and bay bottom, which will cause a localized increase in turbidity and 
possible contaminants. A temporary and localized elevation in turbidity will occur when the turbidity 
curtain is deployed, retrieved, and during excavation and pile driving activities. Pile driving will create 
strong vibrations displacing bottom sediments, and thereby increasing turbidity.  

Increased turbidity is unavoidable, yet will be short term, considering the duration of excavation and pile 
driving (8 days), diurnal tidal cycle, and presence of sandy material. 

Impacts to existing water quality from project construction activities will be reduced, or prevented, 
primarily because of the installation of a turbidity curtain (Stages 1 and 2), as well as through 
implementation of temporary Construction Site BMPs. The temporary turbidity curtain will be secured to 
the Bay floor using 52 40-lb galvanized steel anchors (though the curtain itself will not extend to the Bay 
bottom), which will help keep the turbidity in a controlled area. Project Construction Site BMPs will be 
described and implemented via the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and Excavation 
Disposal Plan; refer to Section D.5 above. In addition, testing and monitoring will be implemented to 
ensure the waters will be free of changes in turbidity that can cause nuisance or adversely affect marine 
wildlife and habitat. Increases in turbidity will not be greater than 10 percent (%) in areas where 
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background turbidity is greater than 50 NTUs. Please refer to Sections C.2 and C.3 for further details of 
Construction Site BMPs. 

No water quality mitigation measures are proposed for the project, as project effects will be temporary. 
No adverse water quality impacts will occur. 

Water Quality - Vessel Operations and Fuel Spills  

Barge tugboat propellers could stir up sediment in shallow waters and similarly create turbidity plumes. 
The increase in turbidity is unavoidable, but will be short term, occurring only during the mobilization 
and demobilization of barges. The use of barges will not include any discharge of ballast water, bilge 
water, or sewage that could impact water quality. Construction-related effects on water quality from the 
use of barge platforms (e.g., potential spills of construction materials and wastes) will be minimized 
through Construction Site BMPs described previously Sections C.2 and C.3. These include 
implementation of a SWPPP and temporary sediment and turbidity control measures, including 
monitoring. The turbidity curtain will also serve to contain turbidity plumes generated by barge 
operations. No adverse water quality impacts as a result of vessel operations are anticipated. 

F.3.4  Maintenance Impacts on Nearshore Biological Resources and Water Quality 

Aquatic and Terrestrial Biological Resources 

As described in the terrestrial and aquatic BAs, long-term effects will result from extending the pipe, 
which will be minimal and may likely result in a beneficial effect, as the new pipe can provide a hard 
substrate surface that will provide habitat for benthic species to colonize. No adverse effects on listed 
species or critical habitat will occur as a result of maintenance and operation of the project.  

Water Quality 

Completion of this project will result in less active maintenance on the beach, in contrast to the existing 
condition.  Maintenance access will be available via the two manholes (one on Crissy Field, south of the 
San Francisco Bay Trail; the other on Crissy Beach, north of the protected dune area). This project will 
have a net benefit in regard to Outfall maintenance.  

F.3.5 Construction Impacts on Safety – (Mariner / Human) 

Completion of this project will result in less active maintenance on the beach, in contrast to the existing 
condition.  Maintenance access will be available via the two manholes (one on Crissy Field, south of the 
San Francisco Bay Trail; the other on Crissy Beach, north of the protected dune area). This project will 
have a net benefit in regard to Outfall maintenance.  

F.3.6 Construction Exclusions / Signage 

Construction activities have the potential to disrupt general and special event use along the San Francisco 
Bay Trail and the Presidio Promenade trail, as well as within the beach and Crissy Field that are located 
within the construction footprint. Please refer to Sections D.13 and D.14 which describes short term 
construction-related closures within the project footprint and how and when exclusions (fencing) will be 
installed. 

F.3.7 Construction Impacts on Visual Quality  
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Construction activities will have a short-term impact on the visual quality of the Presidio. Please refer to 
Section D.14, which describes impacts to aesthetic resources.  

G. REGULATORY PERMITTING  

 The following regulatory documents have been prepared and submitted for the project: 

● Clean Water Act Section 401 Water Quality Certification Application; submitted by California 
Department of Transportation (Caltrans), August 2014 

● Clean Water Act Section 404 Nationwide Permit to Discharge Dredged or Fill Material; submitted by 
Caltrans District 4, August 2014 

● [Terrestrial] Biological Assessment, South Access to the Golden Gate Bridge–Doyle Drive: IJKL 
Outfall Replacement Project; submitted by Caltrans District 4, February 2014 

● Addendum to the [Terrestrial] Biological Assessment, South Access to the Golden Gate Bridge–
Doyle Drive: IJKL Outfall Replacement Project; submitted by Caltrans District 4, July 2014 

o FHWA has initiated formal consultation with the USFWS pursuant to Section 7 of the 
Endangered Species Act and anticipates a USFWS Biological Opinion (BO) on the potential 
effects of the project to the listed western snowy plover.  

o USFWS delivered a BO in October 2014. 
● [Aquatic] Biological Assessment, South Access to the Golden Gate Bridge–Doyle Drive: IJKL 

Outfall Replacement Project; submitted by Caltrans District 4, August 2014 
o NMFS is consulting informally on listed fish and marine mammals. 
o NMFS has delivered a Letter of Concurrence to Caltrans in October 2014. 

H. RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENTS  

This proposal was released to the public for a three-week public notice period, from November 14, to 
December 5, 2014, during which NPS accepted public comments. A total of two correspondences were 
received, which are included in Attachment D.   

Public comments received addressed the following themes: 

 Theme 1 – Beach Access and Closures 

Concerns were expressed by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) regarding 
beach access for their marine science program for students who walk through the Shop/Garage 
(Building 1907) gate and requested if the closure fencing could be staked instead of anchored to the 
pier to allow access. NOAA would like to access the Crissy Beach by taking students through the gate 
at the west end of their designated parking area because the added walk will cut into their program 
time and require students to go through an active parking area (potential hazard). In addition, the 
commenter noted that shorter term temporary closures between July and October would be a better 
strategy since there would be less construction activity on the Crissy Beach while phase 3 work in the 
Bay would be performed. 

Responses: 

o For the safety and well-being of the public, Caltrans prefers to anchor the fencing closure to 
properly secure the construction site area to limit any potential hazard to the public. 
 

o Due to the limited space available for construction equipment and staging, the area of Crissy 
Beach indicated on Figure 2, is required to remain closed. However, after the public comment 
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period concluded, Caltrans began evaluating an option of constructing a temporary trestle. 
The trestle could reduce the size of the staging areas on Crissy Beach. The trestle would be 
parallel to the new outlet and constructed on piles as construction of the outfall progresses 
(see sheet SC-1 in Attachment B). If the trestle is deemed feasible, access to parts of Crissy 
Beach may be possible after construction on the beach portion of the project has been 
completed. Section C has been updated to reflect this possibility. 

 
 Theme 2 – Construction Noise 

The NOAA commenter expressed concern regarding loud construction noise affecting their outside 
marine science program. They requested to be informed of the types and times of potential noise 
disruptions such that they can arrange their programming to avoid certain periods. 

Responses: 
 

o See Section C.2 regarding noise monitoring practices during construction and Section D.4 
above for a description of noise impacts (soundscape). 

o The loudest construction noise will be due to pile driving activities in the intertidal, offshore, 
and subtidal zones. As described in Section D.4, the construction activities and equipment 
will be required to comply with the NCP, Caltrans Standard and Special Specifications, and 
NPS requirements related to noise control measures. Noise monitoring devices will be in 
place during all construction activities to ensure that the project meets the noise parameters 
and to reduce effects on the public. GGNRA believes that through compliance with the 
applicable laws, regulations and policies, and compliance with permit conditions, avoiding 
programming will not be necessary.   
 

 Theme 3 – Parking and Site Safety 

NOAA explained that daily education classes with children grades K-12 are conducted outside of 
Lifeboat Station (Building 1903). NOAA indicated that there would be an increased safety risk by 
using their campus as the access route to the construction site.They requested that no  no vehicles or 
related equipment be staged or parked in the area occupied by NOAA, nor should our parking lot and 
driveway be used as a throughway for access to the construction site or staging area. 

Responses: 

o No vehicles or related equipment will be staged or parked in the area occupied by NOAA, 
and the parking lot and driveway will not be used as a throughway for access to the 
construction site or staging area. As shown in Figure 2, only the segment of the Promenade 
adjacent to NOAA’s area will be used as temporary construction access.  

o The Traffic Management Plan will require the implementation of safety measures to ensure 
the public’s safety. A number of safeguards will be required to ensure safe construction 
activities such as workers will flag in front and back of construction equipment at all times 
when entering/exiting the project area or on public pathways including pedestrian areas such 
as the Promenade. 

 
 Theme 4- Signage  

 
NOAA requested that directional signage be installed at the two entrances to their campus from 
the Promenade to direct would-be beach goers to the entrance gate west of the campus, adjacent 
to the West Bluff Picnic Area. 
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Response: 

o Caltrans will provide the appropriate signage to provide wayfinding and ensure safe passage 
around the construction site area.  
 

 Theme 5- Aesthetics  
 
NOAA expresses that Crissy Field offers one of the only unobstructed views of the Bay for 
millions of visitors to San Francisco each year and request that the new outfall not be exposed or 
visible to the naked eye, even during the lowest tides of the year. 
 

Response: 

o Aesthetically, the outfall is designed to be hidden during low tide.  However, the last two 
piles must be elevated in order to put in permanent signage to alert helmsman and demarcate 
that the pipeline is present.  Placement of a sign is a requirement  by the US Coast Guard, 
and NPS for safety reasons.  There is no other way to avoid this requirement.  

 
 Theme 6- Corrections  
 

A commenter pointed out that the accepted taxonomic binomial for the Western Snowy 
Plover is now Charadrius nivosus.  

Response: 

o Charadrius alexandrines nivosus was used in all supporting and related documentation 
because consultation with agencies began prior to the formal name change in 2012. However, 
given that Caltrans consultation with NPS began in 2014, all references within the 
environmental document pertaining to this species has been corrected to this proper 
nomenclature. 
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________

National Park Service Golden Gate National Recreation Area
U.S. Department of the Interior

Letter of NHPA Section 106 Compliance Completion

H4217 fGOGA-CRMM)

1/22/15

Memorandum

To: Andrea Lucas

From: General Superintendent

Subject: NHPA Clearance: Replace and Extend Stormwater Outfall IJKL, Crissy Field (PEPC
46130)

The Cultural Assessment Team has reviewed the proposed project/action and completed its certification
for compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act through our Park Programmatic Agreement.
We have determined that there will be No Adverse Effect on historical, cultural, or archeological
resources, provided you meet all stipulations identified below.

The subject proposed project/action(s), therefore, is/are now cleared for all NHPA compliance
requirements as presented. Project plans and specifications are approved and construction and/or project
implementation can commence once you have met any NEPA requirements identified through Project
Review, as well as all stipulations identified below.

For the proposed project actions to be within compliance requirements during construction and/or project
implementation, the following cultural resource stipulations must be adhered to:

• Caltrans will provide for archeological monitoring during all ground disturbing activities.
• Caltrans will not impact the historic buried Crissy airfield when accessing the site or when

removing existing airfield sod.
• Caltrans will replace all impacted sod covering the historic airfield at the completion of the project.

For complete compliance information see PEPC Project 46130.

If you have any questions, please contact CRM Specialist (Curator) Bob Holloway at 415-561-4976.

c
Frank Dean

Attachment



National Park Service Golden Gate National Recreation Area
U.S. Department of the Interior Date: 0112212015

ASSESSMENT OF ACTIONS HAVING AN EFFECT ON
HISTORIC PROPERTIES
A. DESCRIPTION OF UNDERTAKING

1. Park: Golden Gate National Recreation Area

2. Project Description:

Project Name: Replace and Extend Stormwater Outfall IJKL, Crissy field
Prepared by: Bob Holloway Date Prepared: 01/22/2015 Telephone: 415-561-4976
PEPC Project Number: 46130

Locations:
Describe project:
Project Phase Information (June 2014) Phase 1: Survey and data collection [Completed June 2013] PEPC
47393 Phase 2: Originally was whole pipe replacement but turned into a 26 foot replacement on Crissy field
near Stillwell Hall. [Completed October 2013] PEPC 48698 Original Phase 2 is now Phase 3: This PEPC - and
is reduced in scope: Replace segment of pipe across beach and extend 300 feet into Bay but not across Crissy
field and Promenade. Staging on Crissy field. [Time of construction: April 2015 - October 2015]

This project has gone through various revisions since it was originally proposed in 2012. The description
below is the most recent proposal, dated June 2014.

As part of the Doyle Drive project, Caltrans is proposing modifications to Outfall IJKL located on the western
part of Crissy Beach, in Area A of the Presidio. The modifications proposed would ensure the Doyle Drive
Project does not exacerbate the flooding that currently occurs along Mason Street due to sand clogging the
pipeline. The existing pipeline is 42-inches in diameter and is located approximately 12-feet up-gradient of the
normal shoreline. The outfall does not adequately convey stormwater that accumulates along Mason Street; a
main thoroughfare located south of the outfall location, and is therefore regularly blocked by sand. As a result,
flooding often occurs on Mason Street during rain events. Maintaining the ability to discharge from the
pipeline requires the Presidio Trust Utility Department to regularly, and especially prior to major storm events,
clear accumulated sand from the outfall using a backhoe to remove sand from the end of the outfall pipe and
cut a channel along the beach to the Bay. These maintenance requirements are time consuming, costly, can be
dangerous in storm conditions, and typically result in a channel that is unstable and unsafe. In addition, the
shoreline in the vicinity of Outfall IJKL has accreted almost 180 feet since 1997, and is expected to continue to
accrete for some time.

Caltrans proposes to: Replace 170 ft of the existing 42-inch HDPE pipe from the existing manhole on the
beach. • Extend the outfall by approximately 296 ft to a point beyond the projected 50-year beach accretion for
a total pipeline length of 466 ft. Modify top section of the existing 24’ manhole in Crissy field just south of
the promenade with a larger 36” manhole to facilitate future maintenance. This will greatly minimize future
maintenance staff to access the manhole on the beach in order to maintain the pipe.
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The new outfall was designed by marine experts (Phillip Williams and Moffat and Nichol Engineers), beyond
a 50 year accretion point and to account for 50 year 22-inch sea level rise.

The project would be constructed in three stages: STAGE 1 - BEACH (177 ft) o May 15 — July 1 • STAGE 2
— INTERTIDAL (71 ft), offshore (100 ft) o June 1 — July31 • STAGE 3 — OFFSHORE (118 ft) o August 1 —

October 31

Anticipated schedule: o Complete Design October 2014 o Advertise January 2015 o Award Late February
2015 o Begin Construction April (?)/May 2015 o End Construction August 3 1 (early), October 31 (late)

Area of potential effects (as defined in 36 CFR 800.16[d])
Historic Crissy Airfiled and Crissy Field Cultural Landscape and Archeological Sites within the Presidio of
San Francisco NHL District

3. Has the area of potential effects been surveyed to identify historic properties?

No

X Yes

Source or reference: Presidio of San Francisco NR and NHL Nomination Forms, CLR, and Crissy
Field NR Draft Nomination Form

4. Potentially Affected Resource(s):

Archeological Resources Notes: Potential Shipwreck of San Carlos de la Phillipina (1797) and PPIE
dump site (Woodward and C1yde1998)

Cultural Landscapes Notes: Historic Crissy Airfield and the Presidio of San Francisco NHL District
Landscape at Crissy Field

5. The proposed action will: (check as many as apply)

No Destroy, remove, or alter featureslelements from a historic structure

No Replace historic features/elements in kind

No Add non-historic features/elements to a historic structure

Yes Alter or remove features/elements of a historic setting or environment (inc. terrain)

Add non-historic featureslelements (inc. visual, audible, or atmospheric) to a historic
Yes__setting or cultural landscape

Yes Disturb, destroy, or make archeological resources inaccessible

No Disturb, destroy, or make ethnographic resources inaccessible

Yes Potentially affect presently unidentified cultural resources

Begin or contribute to deterioration of historic features, terrain, setting, landscape
No elements, or archeological or ethnographic resources

No Involve a real property transaction (exchange, sale, or lease of land or structures)

Other (please specify):

__________________________________________________________
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6. Supporting Study Data:
(Attach if feasible; if action is in a plan, EA or EIS, give name and project or page number.)

Presidio of San Francisco NR and NHL Nomination Forms, CLR, and Crissy Field NR Draft Nomination form

B. REVIEWS BY CULTURAL RESOURCE SPECIALISTS

The park 106 coordinator requested review by the parks culturat resource specialistladvisors as
indicated by check-off boxes or as follows:

[X] 106 Advisor
Name: Bob Holloway
Date: 01/22/2015

Comments: Project was reviewed but not certified at 5x/Project Review on 6/11/14 due the number of still
unresolved NEPA-related issues. Those NEPA issues, including a few NHPA stipulations, as outlined in the 6/11/14
5x/PR Meeting Summary were subsequently resolved and placed as conditions in the Special Use Permit (SUP)
developed to provide for Calirans use of NPS land. NHPA certification was subsequently reveiwed and approved
by Steve HaIler as a No Adverse Effect Admin Review with stipulations.

Check if project does not involve ground disturbance
Assessment of Effect: — No Potential to Cause Effect — No Historic Properties
Affected X No Adverse Effect — Adverse Effect X Streamlined Review
Recommendations for conditions or stipulations: 1) Caltrans will provide for archeological monitoring
during all ground disturbing activities. 2) Caltrans will not impact the historic buried Crissy airfield when accessing
the site or when removing existing airfield sod. 3) Caltrans will replace all impacted sod covering the historic
airfield at the completion of the project.

Doc Method: Streamlined Review (PA)
Streamlined Activity:

9. Maintenance or Replacement of Non-Historic Utility Lines, Transmission Lines, and Fences

[X] Historian
Name: Stephen Haller

:2iewed
as Admin Review //‘

Check if project does not involve groundditurtJ,nce
Assessment of Effect: — No Potential to Cause Effect — No Historic Properties
Affected X No Adverse Effect — Adverse Effect X Streamlined Review
Recommendations for conditions or stipulations: 1) Caltrans will provide for archeological monitoring
during all ground disturbing activities. 2) Caltrans will not impact the historic buried Crissy airfield when accessing
the site or when removing existing airfield sod. 3) Caltrans will replace all impacted sod covering the historic
airfield at the completion of the project.

Doc Method: Streamlined Review (PA)
Streamlined Activity:

9. Maintenance or Replacement of Non-Historic Utility Lines, Transmission Lines, and fences
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No Reviews From: Curator, Archeologist, Historical Architect, Other Advisor, Anthropologist, Historical
Landscape Architect

C. PARK SECTION 106 COORDINATOR’S REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Assessment of Effect:

No Potential to Cause Effects

No Historic Properties Affected

X No Adverse Effect

Adverse Effect

2. Documentation Method:

[1 A. STANDARD 36 CFR PART 800 CONSULTATION
Further consultation under 36 CFR Part 800 is needed.

[X] B. STREAMLINED REVIEW UNDER THE 2008 SERVICEWIDE PROGRAMMATIC
AGREEMENT (PA)

The above action meets all conditions for a streamlined review under section III of the 2008
Servicewide PA for Section 106 compliance.

APPLICABLE STREAMLINED REVIEW Criteria
(Specify 1-16 of the list of streamlined review criteria.)

9. Maintenance or Replacement of Non-Historic Utility Lines, Transmission Lines, and Fences.

Explanation:

[1 C. PLAN-RELATED UNDERTAKING

Consultation and review of the proposed undertaking were completed in the context of a plan
review process, in accordance with the 2008 Servicewide PA and 36 CFR Part 800.
Specify pIanIEAIEIS:

[]D. UNDERTAKING RELATED TO ANOTHER AGREEMENT
The proposed undertaking is covered for Section 106 purposes under another document such
as a statewide agreement established in accord with 36 CFR 800.7 or counterpart regulations.

[]E. COMBINED NEPNNHPA Document
Documentation is required for the preparation of an EAIFONSI or an EIS/ROD has been
developed and used so as also to meet the requirements of 36 CFR 800.3 through 800.6

G. Memo to SHPO/THPO
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[]H. Memo to ACHP

SHPOITHPO Notes:

3. Additional Consulting Parties Information:

Additional Consulting Parties: No

4. Stipulations and Conditions:

Following are tisted any stipuLations or conditions necessary to enstrre that the assessment of effect
above is consistent with 36 CFR Part $00 criteria of effect or to avoid or reduce potential adverse effects.
Project was reviewed but not certified at 5x!Project Review 0116/11/14 dtie the number of still
unresolved NEPA-related isstres. Those NEPA issues, including a few NIIPA stipulations, as outlined in
the 6/11/14 5x/PR Meeting Summary were subsequentLy resolved and placed as conditions in the Special

Use Permit (SUP) developed to provide for CalTran’s ttse of NPS land. NIIPA certification was
stibseqtiently reveiwed arid approved by Steve Hailer as a No Adverse Effect Admin Review with the
following stipulations. 1) Caltrans will provide for archeological monitoring during alL grotind
disturbing activities. 2) Caltrans will not impact the historic buried Crissy airfield when accessing the
site or when removing existing airfield sod. 3) Caltrans will replace all impacted sod covering the
historic airfield at the completion of the project.

5. Mitigations/Treatment Measures:

Measures to prevent or minimize loss or impairment of historic/prehistoric properties:
(Remember that setting, location, and ttse may be relevant.)

• Assessment of Effect - Caltrans will provide for archeological monitoring dttring all ground
disturbing activities.

• Assessment of Effect - Caltrans will hot impact the historic buried Crissy airfield w’hen accessing the
site or when removing existing airfield sod.

• Assessment of Effect - Caltrans will replace all impacted sod covering the historic airfield at the
completion of the project.

D. RECOMMENDED BY PARK SECTION 106 COORDINATOR:

Compliance Specialist:

NHPA Specialist

Bob Holloway CRM Specialist (Curator) Date: 1/22/15

E. SUPERINTENDENTS APPROVAL

The proposed work conforms to the NPS Management Policies and Cultural Resource
Management Guideline, and I have reviewed and approve the recommendations, stipulations, or
conditions noted in Section C of this form.

Signatur

Superintendent: Date:_____________
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